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Food foe Pigs.

It is not wise to think anything will do for pig-
;Eood ; nothing should be given them which is in

^ a decaying condition. The food should be served
.i, /tegularly, and offered in such a way that the pigs

will eat it up when clean three times a day. There
is a lot of loss by feeding pigs with more than they
can digest. An overfed pig lies down instead of
taking exercise. It does not pay to feed a pig so
much that there is something left over in his trough
after ho is fed. The flesh - forming parts in
food should be in correct proportion to that
part of the food that goes to produce heat
and make fat — that is called the nutritive
ratio. In the case of pigs, the nutritive ratio

is found to be best at about 1 to 4i or 1 to

5. Bran is 1 to 5 ; sliorts 1 to 5i ; shorts and water
make a very good feed. Indian corn is 1 to 9—it has
too much of the fat producing, heat producing
qualities to the amount of flesh forming qualities,

and the lean parts of the pig will not be sufficiently

nourished by it. Skim-milk has a nutritive ratio

of 1 to 2, so that with Indian com and skim-
milk you have a very fair combination—similar to
beef steak and potatoes, bread and buttsr, &c.
Reasonable combinations of food like that, with
the narrow and wide rations put together in a
meal, enable the farmer to use com with
safety and profit, but to feed with whey is waste-
ful folly, because they are both wide in nutritive

ratio. The whey contains chiefly sugar and fat,

and both foods are largely wasted. Whey is the
thing with peas, which are of too narrow a ratio.

Foods having a wide nutritive ratio should be mixed
with those having a narrow one. An American
authority says that it pays to have the food for

milking sows fed cooked and warm, but with other
pigs it does not seem to make any difference. Pigs
will grow faster on steamed food than on rawT”®®
they consume about equal quantities per lb. of

increase. As to the whole or ground food, pigs

consume about 10 per cent, more of the whole grain,

therefore it pays to have it ground. There is no
difference in the cost, but there is a slight difference
in favour of the ground grain in thegeneial growth
and healthiness of the pigs. As to feeding, soaked
or dry, tl-.e pigs give a Tittle better gain from dry
grain, but the quality is not quite so good, and
there is a certain amount of risk as to health. On
the whole, ground grain, fed soaked, is the best.
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PREFACE TO THE SECOND

EDITION.

The First Edition of this book, compiled from notes made
for some years previously, was published in 1892, and a short
appendix on the method of the Government in stamping' out
swine fever was added in June, 1894. Respecting the general
treatment and management of pigs I do not think any revision

is even now necessary, for the testimony from readers of all

classes is that it has been of practical use to them. Readers,
however, should remember that the prices of both pigs and
feeding stuffs fluctuate a good deal in a short lime, so that

anyone reading figures and prices in the present edition must
bear in mind that they are given to show comparative value only.

There is no sure profit in any livestock industry. Prices of

feeding stuffs may go up whilst anyone is breeding or feeding,

and trade may be bad when ready to sell, or the reverse. In
keeping pigs, as other animals, the owners have to take the bad
times with the good. Not in the case of any other animal do
prices go from one extreme to the other as they do in that of

pigs.

The latter part of the book, where 1 refer to diseases and
sickness amongst pigs, and especially that relating to swine fever,

is re-written. Since the First Edition was published, the “Swine
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Fever Bill” has been passed into law, giving the Board of

Agriculture the power to make regulations for the purpose of

stamping out this dreaded disease. A sum is allowed by the

Government to compensate the owners, and for general ex-

penses attached to the same. This Act came into operation on

November ist, 1893. The money already spent, however, has

been literally thrown away, as swine fever is now as prevalent

as ever, although pig-keepers have been put to serious loss by

trade being so seriously handicapped, or even slopped.

Whilst disease exists anywhere there cannot be a free

buying and selling of pigs. Till it is cleared out-of the country

the pig-keeping industry cannot be so profitable, nor be carried

on to the extent it should be. As it is most important that

practical measures be taken to clear the country quickly, before

the trade is half ruined in many parts (as it will be under the

present restrictions), I shall give my humble but candid opinion

how this can be done most quickly, and with the least expense to

pig-keepers. I shall speak as a man of experience, and if by

stating absolute facts, and by pointing out past blunders, 1

offend those in authority, it must be remembered that 1 do so

with the best intentions.

Because I happen to buy and sell pigs I have been repre-

sented as having self-interest at heart only. In reply to this I

can only say that where I suffer in my business through trade

being stopped by unreasonable and quite unnecessary re-

strictions, thousands of breeders and feeders suffer much more
;

and if I, as a dealer, should benefit by practical measures being

taken, and swine fever exterminated, so would thousands ol

breeders, feeders, butchers, and consumers, and the country at

large, and we should feel inclined to go in for breeding and

keeping pigs more largely. If all dealers had bought and sold

with the care that 1 have exercised during the last ten years
;

if the Government had done their part, and outbreaks had been

reported and promptly stamped out
;
and if a proper system of

preventing the smuggling of suspected pigs had been adopted,

the country might have been comparatively free from the

disease long before now, and trade in healthy f'igs might still
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have been earned on safely during the time when the fever
vras being rooted out.

Considering the immense quantity of pig-mcats in proportion
to beef, mutton, eggs, poultry, &c., imported, it is of vast
importance to England that our great foe, swine fever, and
that greater foe to this industry, stoppage of trade, be both got
rid of, and quickly. I therefore, in this edition, not only give the
best advice I can on how to manage pigs profitably, but also
enter largely into the means of doing away with the greatest
drawback to making them profitable, in the hope that the
matter may be looked into by ail well-wishers of our EnMish
producers, the Government of the day, and our representatives in
Parliament.

As stated in the First Edition, I court fair criticism, on this
latter subject especially. I should like to hear what other
piactical men have to suggest, or what amendments they may
make_ to my suggestion. I do not ask for the opinion of
theorists of no practical experience in pig-keeping. These have
done too much mischief in the past, and too much of their
theoretical advice has been listened to and acted upon. We
want a consensus of opinion from working pig-keepers, butchers
&c., whose animals have been condemned. “ In the multitude of
counsellors” (who know what they are speaking upon) '“there
is safety.”

Explanation of Pig Terms.—Doing business with pig-
keepers in all p.yts, I have in a great measure come to
understand the varied local phraseology and terms used amongst
pig-keepers, which at one time were very confusing, and a
little explanation here may save the reader any misunder-
standing.

A gilt, yelt, or hilt, is an unspayed female breeding pig and
is so called until it has left its first litter.

A barrow hog is a boar pig, castrated when young for feeding.
A hog IS a pig for feeding. The term hog is also used for a

breeding boar.

A brawn is a young uncastrated male.
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A sla(;-hnff or bo^r is a boar that has been used for breeding

and castrated.

[Alter, or farrow, is the whole family a sow suckles at one

time.

Teats and dills arc the same.

Bag and udder are identical.

A stone of meat, where I mention it, is Sib.—the London dead

meat weight. In some parts the stone is 141b. These must not

be confused.

A score is 2olb. of carcase meat.

Middlings, dan, sharps, toppings, &c., are the same.

Bran is the outer skin of wheat.

Bollard is the finer and inferior parts of bran.

Barton, near Amptiiill, Beds.

R. D. GARRATT.



PBAOTIGIL

Introduction.— In writing a treatise on pigs, let tlie
reader in the first place understand that I am not a pedigree
breeder or a pig-fancier, and that this is not written for the
benefit of pedigree breeders. I look at pig-breeding from the
standpoint of profit derived in selling the pigs at ordinary
market prices. I have bred a large number, and have also
reared a great many, run them on as stores, and finished many
off- for the butcher. At times I have had “bad luck,” as it is
called, and have had “good fortune” at other times; and I have
been subject to losses and reverses, as all other breeders and
feeders must have been. I have made mistakes in management
and commiitcd errors of judgment at times, which every one
IS liable to; but whether my treatment and method havem the long run been found successful, or otherwise, I am
willing to give the reader the benefit of my experience

; holding
that if a writer tells others where he has failed, he confers
quite as much benefit as by telling them where he has succeeded.
Nothing teaches a man like experience, but this often has to be
dearly bought, and timely advice may save a man from losing
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many pounds. No one who has in the end succeeded need be

ashamed of a few mistakes, but should point them out as a

warning to others.

In publishing information on any practical subject like pig-

breeding, which is a very important subject, considering the

scale on which the breeding, feeding, and fattening of pigs are

now conducted in this country, it behoves the writer to be very

careful that all statements made are true
;
that they have been

put to the test, and will stand scrutinising
;

that he has had
practical experience of the same, and that it is not mere hearsay

or theory, or if so, he should distinctly state the same, and
give the reader to understand that it is only brought forward

for the consideration of persons engaged in the particular

occupation. If quotations are made from any other authorities’

writings, then to be honest the writer ought to distinctly state

who is the authority he quotes from. A man may be sadly

misled by wrong advice, and whether he be a large capitalist

or a small man, advice wrongly given may cause great comparative

loss.

There are rules which in nineteen out of twenty cases may
be relied on. The twentieth may be an exception, but instead

of giving an exceptional occurrence as an exceptional one,

many writers, because of its novelty, would state it as a common
fact, and by so doing might unwittingly mislead a novice into

a piece of mismanagement. Any advice I may distinctly give

in this work, however, the reader may confidently act on. If

it is a quotation from any other writer, I shall state so, and if

it is simply as a proposition for the reader to give it a trial in a

small way before embarking in it in a general way, then 1

shall distinctly state it as a theory. Some readers may think

that I, being thoroughly acquainted with pig-keeping in all its

branches, might have tested any theory myself and have known
the result ; I can only say that it would have been impracticable

as I was situated. What would be practicable on a farm would

be impossible in the suburbs of a town, or in any thickly-

populated district, and vice versA. What would answer in York-

shire would not answer perhaps in another part of the country
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as people must prepare for the demand, and not expect the

markets to receive just what they may think well to get ready,

A good deal of difference in the final balance-sheet, if a feeder

keeps one, would be the result of studying the demand.

Pig-keeping is carried on under very various conditions. Not
only is the general farmer interested, but many classes besides.

Tell a man he must let his sows out in an orchard, when he

has only a stye at the end of the garden, and he would want
to know whether it would be wise to keep one as he was
situated, and the best way to manage. Of course, he must
do the best he can under the circumstances, and a hint of how
they have been managed successfully in this way would be

welcomed by a man going in for keeping one.

Review of the Trade, Fast, Present, and Prospective.
—For some time previous to 1889-90, sows, young pigs, and
stores were in fair demand, and profitable prices could be
obtained for good stuff ; but fat hogs sold at middling prices

only. About the end of 1890, feeding stuffs advanced in price,

and there was a glut of sows, stores, and fat hogs in the markets

and sales. Everybody seemed to be a seller, and buyers being

few, the animals had to be sacrificed at low prices. In fact trade

had not been so bad for many years as it was at this time and
during 1891. Many seemed anxious to clear out

; and instead

of culling out their worst sows, they got rid of nearly or quite

all. With the new year (1892) came a change, and, as I antici-

pated, suddenly there was a short supply of pigs in the country.

Up went prices with a bound, and sows and stores doubled their

value in very little time. Then for some time those who had
kept their best sows on, and who had some really good ones,

made some money by breeding. Anything good in breeding

and store stock sold well. These good prices induced more
people to go in for breeding, so that there came a too large supply,

and prices of both fat and store stock have now (Nov., 1896) for

the last eighteen months or more been bad
;

in fact a lot of

money has been lost by feeding pigs, and bad prices have been
obtained for stores as a consequence. The supply has exceeded

the demand The imports of pig-meat from America and the

B Z
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Continent has also been exceedingly heavy. There have been

more pigs, both stores and fat, than buyers. Districts that

breed largely, and have a large quantity for export, have,

through the restrictions imposed in consequence of swine fever,

had the usual channels for customers shut against them. Fat

hogs have been sent to the markets and sales, and had to be

killed directly, and distant curers have been prevented from

buying and moving, so that when all local buyers have had their

wants supplied, the surplus animals have been disposed of at a

severe loss to the sender. The pigs were there, and the owner

has often had to stand by and see them sold at a ruinous price.

When butchers are compelled to kill in three days in hot

weather, however willing they may be to buy a pound’s

worth of meat for sixteen shillings, they dare not bid that.

All these things combined have caused the serious low prices

and loss to those who breed or feed for sale.

Looking into the future, I see a chance of improved prices, if

trade be not so seriously handicapped by the restrictions

alluded to above. Many are so discouraged through the bad

prices and stoppage of sale, that they are giving up in disgust,

selling off their best sows, and having what they call “a good

clear out.” Certainly a lot of good useful breeding sows have

been fed and killed lately through the bad prices obtained and

stoppage of sale
;

and, if this goes on, the restrictions are

taken off, and some workable measure is adopted by the

Government, I anticipate paying prices in the near future.

Success, however, greatly depends on the price of feeding-stuffs,

and the imports of pig-meat from abroad. One thing I can

say—America, with her system of maize feeding, will never

produce a good piece of bacon, and good English barley- meal-

fed animals will be in request. What Great Britain has to fear

are Denmark and other Continental countries that can produce a

good piece of bacon if they like, and where pig-keeping and

bacon-curing are fostered, instead of hampered, by the respective

Governments.

Let pig-keepers, however, keep good stock, not get overdone,

and treat the animals well, remembering that six sows well
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seen after pay better than twelve given only the same attention

and time, and the same with feeding pigs. Taking one time
with another, I think they can make this industry pay as well

as, or better than, any other kind of livestock or farm produce,
in spite of the neglect it has received from the Government
and County Councils, &c., in comparison with poultry-keeping,

bee-keeping, and other smaller rural industries.

The Fraud of Selling Foreign-fed Pig-meats as
English.—This is carried on to a large extent, people being

wilfully led to believe that what they buy is not foreign
;

it

shows that the consumer generally has a preference for

English against foreign meat, and he has good ground for

his prejudice, or rather preference. Whilst not trying to put

a block before the wheel of free trade, I must protest against

this fraud. It is my belief that if it were made impossible

to sell foreign pig-meats as English, it would be a great help

to our home trade. How is this to be done ? It can be

effected in two ways : First, the Government should pass a

workable Act, and, secondly, English producers should com-

bine, as recommended on page 48. That paragraph was
written some time ago, and since then Lord W'inchilsea has

tried to give this practical effect with a good many English

products, by starting an association in London to sell English

produce only, having buying connections about the country,

with an intention of making other provincial branches for

soiling. This association is in its infancy, having only recently

commenced work. Whether it succeeds or not, will depend

on two things : First, good practical management, and,

secondly, the sympathy and patronage of the public. Both the

consumer and the producer have suffered from misrepre-

sentation in the past
;

but, unless they make up their minds

to give the association a fair trial, it will not succeed. I

would also ask my readers not to complain if prices received

seem low to the producer, or those paid comparatively high to

the consumer, at first : these will be adjusted in time. It would

be a fine thing for the producer to get a steady, reliable

market for his pork and bacon, instead of having to face
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the fluctuations in prices, which are often ruinous. To the

consumer it would be a good thing to get really first-class

barley-meal and pea-fed pork and bacon at a fair price,

instead of often paying the same price for cheap maize-fed

and inferior pork and bacon, that wastes in cooking, and is

bad eating into the bargain. I am not asked to puff this

concern, and have no interest whatever in it. I only mention

it through a wish that it may prove a help to the pig-

keeping industry in England. Anyone having genuine English

produce to sell, or buyers who preler English to foreign

eggs, butter, pork, bacon, and other produce, should com-

municate with The Secretary, the British Produce Supply

Association, Winchilsea House, Long Acre, London.

Do Pigs Pay?—It is asserted by some writers that pigs

do not pay if all the food has to be bought, and that the only

way they can be made profitable is as consumers of waste

products, when what would otherwise be useless is converted

into pork, and eventually into hard cash. But this is only

because they have been told so, and it has in course of time

become a common saying, that is set down as a hard-and-

fast rule. That pigs can be made to pay for their breeding,

feeding, and fattening, even with purchasing all the food,

I can vouch for from experience
;
but only by good manage-

ment will they be made profitable.

Bad Luck and Keverses in Pig-keeping.—With the

best management, study, and attention, there will be at times

losses and reverses
;
and a run of bad luck may make anyone

down-hearted, and at times make the most persevering

inclined to “throw up the sponge.” I have been in this

position, and have had my bad times. I had them when quite

a boy, when I was allowed to keep a few sows and feeding-

pigs on the farm. On one occasion two or three sows came

down with the milk fever about the same time, sows that

with a good litter a week old would have been worth £6 or

more each, and was afraid of losing the lot ;
being very
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tliankful to keep the sows alive and get ofT with the loss of

the pigs. Then when I thought I had got a little straight, I

had sows farrow with only an average of three or four each.

1 have had a sow farrow unawares on a cold night, and a

good litter get nearly all perished
;

a sow set to and kill her

progeny
;
and a sow due to farrow in about a month, without

any warning suddenly come in season, and instead of being

worth ^4 or turn out to be worth 60s. I have had a

lot of heavy pigs suddenly set on to one of their fellows, and

the ne.xt time I fed them found it dead, and nipped nearly to

pieces. 1 have lost pigs through colds, husks, and the

innumerable complaints pigs are liable to ;
and had good

litters of pigs which ought to have been worth 20s. get the

cramp, and then could not sell them at any price. 1 have

had my fat pigs ready to come out when trade was bad and

prices low. More than once have 1 sat up with a sow all

night long, expecting her to farrow before morning—perhaps she

was an extra good sort, bought at a high price, and looked

promising and like having a fine litter of pigs—but, after

being nearly perished with cold, have sometimes by morning

been rewarded with tiuo pigs.

These things are all discouraging, and enough to make

anyone shy of going into pig-keeping, if 1 were to leave off

here. But my motive in making these statements is rather as

an encouragement to those that may be in a small or larger

way of pig-keeping, and having experienced any of these

losses, have become down-hearted because of them. Let them

remember that others have been placed in the same position.

Some of the most persevering, and in the long run successful,

men have passed through the same. Some of these losses will

occur with the oldest and most experienced men, and with

the wisest treatment. But I have had losses that might have

been prevented, or at least lessened, if I had acted differently

to what I did at the time, and had been more experienced.

A Little Plain Advice to Novices.—Another thing I

hope to do in describing some of the risks pig-keepers have
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to run, is to do away with the idea many ‘people have that

pig-keeping is all profit. The idea is strongly in the minds of

some people, mostly town clerks, and others engaged in

business in large towns, who have to work hard for a living

in their vocation. They have an idea that to have a small
place in the country, a small holding, and a few acres of
ground, and to go in for poultry-farming and pig-keeping, and
perhaps a cow, would be a fine thing. They say that eggs
being very dear, poultry must be profitable altogether

; and
that the pigs will make a good return

;
and altogether such

a beautiful picture of the imagination is drawn, that it seems
a pity to do away with the illusion. I have heard the tale

from the lips of city friends, and have silently let them
believe it. But if I knew they seriously contemplated trying
it, of course I would warn them of the results.

There is no doubt many a townsman who occasionally has
a holiday in the country, who will glean a little here and a
little there, and being a fluent and convincing writer, would
make one believe almost against his better judgment. Some
writers to this day assert that a living may be got out of a
poultry-farm, pure and simple, in which the eggs are worth
market price for eating on the farm only, and the fowls sold
at an ordinary price each for killing, and that a good income
may be made in this way ; but I have never known it done
yet. I mention this to warn any inexperienced person not to
be led away by the illusion. Enthusiasm is very well for

spurring on a man in the right course, but there is something
more than this wanted to make a man successful. The most
enthusiastic at the beginning are often the least likely to stand
a rebuff.

Successful pig-keeping requires the steady, hard-headed
plodder, who, when he has losses, makes his loss as little

as he can ; who, if he sees himself in a position where he is

liable to lose £\o, works hard to lose only
; or if he

cannot quite save from being lost, he will not lose any
more than he can help

; who, if he has lost anything
through unwitting mismanagement or error, confesses to
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himself that he was in error, and makes it a warning to

himself in the future
;
who does not give a thing up as a bad

job because of reverses, discouraging and bad as they are

at the time, especially if he is a poor man to whom a pound

loss or gain is a consideration.

In spite of the risk of losses, I again say that pigs can be

made to pay, buying all the food at market price, by careful

management, forethought, and attention. “What is worth

doing, is worth doing well” is applicable here
;

or the

quotation might be inverted, “ What is not worth doing well,

is not worth doing at all.” Half doing things has been the

ruination of many otherwise clever men. Half farming, for

instance, has been, and will be, the ruination of many a

man. Doing things in a way causing the least trouble is the

way with many people who are termed unfortunate when such

work makes them pinch.

“ If I want anything done properly,” many employers of

labour say, “ I must do it myself,” and there is no doubt but

that this is the way in pig-keeping
;

for there is no one, be

he ever such a faithful servant, who will give such minute

attention as the owner himself. He sees seemingly trifling

things that would escape a paid man’s notice—things tli.it,

however trivial to a superficial observer, are seen by the

owner to be of the utmost importance. I do not wish to go

into any detailed instances, but such is the case.

Take a cotter with one or two pigs. Who can get them

along so fast as he can ? They are his own, and he knows

that if he gets so much per head out of them, or loses so much,

it moans so much difference to his pocket. A man who looks

at them like that, see how careful he is. The pig is petted

and rubbed, and is left by the owner when he has licked and

cleaned out his trough and laid down with a grunt of content-

ment. Should its ordinary feed be put in, and it does not seem

to eat much, he will soon find out whether the pig is wrong,

or the food, or what is the cause.

A stockman on a farm, or a man having the care of any

live animals, who has really at heart their well-being and
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ultimate profit to their owner, is' a boon to his master, and
should be treated accordingly, and valued at his true worth

:

and there ought to be a mutual understanding between master

and servant, that what is one’s interest should be the other’s
;

and a few shillings a week is a trifle out of the master’s pocket

for such a man as this, contrasted with a dilatory, thick-headed,

selflsh man, who is afraid that he does not have his full meal-

time, or that he cannot get away at night in good time.

Take, for instance, a shepherd, or a horse-keeper, or anyone

who has live stock under his care : not only will an interested

man work for his master when on the farm, but he will make a

study of the well-doing of what he has under his care when he

is away. “ They are few and far between,” some may say. Then
let those who have them use them well and pay them well.

Pigs as 'Waste-consumers.— I have stated that pigs can

be made to pay, even when all their food has to be purchased
;

but as consumers of waste they are a necessity. In the first

place, we will take the waste matter on the farm—offal and

damaged corn. On many farms pigs are purchased as a

necessity, to eat the stuff out of the way. But a real business

man, unless he has other occupation that does not allow him
time, ought to make a rough estimate of the difference in

various lots of hogs fed, and the different ways they are fed,

so that he may know the best way to go to work from time

to time to feed his stuff off, and what admixture of offals are

best to use. There is also the loose corn lying about during

threshing-time, stubbling, and in certain districts the fall of

acorns. On the gardening lands there are the offal and otherwise

useless potatoes ; on the dairy farm, there is the milk to be

converted into pork ;
while with the cotter there are the garden

refuse and odds-and-ei’.ds to give to the pig. In the large towns,

also, there must be a considerable amount of waste matter

that no doubt would pay well for collecting and using up, with

other foods, as pig-feed.

In obtaining—whether by breeding or purchase—pigs to

consume these various waste matters, there is to be considered
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the sort of pig most suitable for the purpose. And among the
most important considerations for the feeder, are the breed of
pig, the size and age to eat up the different foods, and lastly,

but not of least importance, the outlet for the. animals when such
matters are consumed, and whether they will pay best as small
poikers, or large bacon hogs, or what. The demand in the
localities in rvhich they are situated must be the principal guide
in this matter.

Piggeries. I will speak of these under a general head in
the first pkace. A man may be situated in a place where he
has various buildings that have not been expressly built for
piggeries, and is using them for the purpose. It would be folly
to tell him that he had better pull them down and build regular
styes of certain dimensions and make. He must use them as
he thinks best for the comfort of his stock. On a farm there
are certain buildings that during some part of the year, when
the stock is out to grass, are more suitable than the regular
styes large open hovels, for instance, for stores or fattening
hogs, or, if properly partitioned off, for sows and pigs.

Build on Bligh. Ground.—In putting up piggeries, or using
any buildings for that purpose, the first thing, and really the
fundamental one, is to have the floor of the styes on a high,
dry position. It is a necessity for the well-being of the stock
that the piggery stands on high ground. It should be, if

possible, on a natural rise, so that the water can run away
both before and behind, and none can lodge in the styes. If
the bottom lies low and damp, pigs will never thrive during
seven or eight months of the year at least, and if the bottom
is damp, they will not do well at any time. If the styes are
built on the level ground, they should be well raised with
chalk or earth, so that no water can enter or stand round the
outside.

The bottom of the styes should be made of chalk or hurlock,
rammed down hard. Bricks I do not like, as I find pigs do
not do well on them. Boards are dry, and would suit pigs well,
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but they are not more generally used because they absorb and
retain the moisture, and harbour disease and bad smells. The
foundations, and for a certain height, are, no doubt, best bricked,
as having strength and being more lasting than wood. The
rest of the outside should be of stout boards, and it is a good
plan to have a board to raise or shut, to let in more or less air,

according to the weather.

A pig requires to be kept warm and free from draughts, and
yet have plenty of air and ventilation. The piggeries should
therefore be built with a good high roof, and if in a range the
top should be open, so that the air can draw right along. Low,
stuffy styes are neither healthy nor wholesome for pigs, and they
will not do so well as they would in high and airy ones. If

the styes are built very low, the wind will blow directly on the
pigs when air is let in, which should be avoided. Therefore,
the large pig-keeper, or the small cotter, in putting up new
styes, in the first place should see that they are built on good
bigh ground, and are lofty and spacious, for by this means they
can be made both healthy and comfortable.

The best roof, no doubt, is thatch, as although this may be
mote trouble in putting on and keeping in repair, pigs will do
better under it than under anything else. Tiles are tidy, and
I should prefer them for a piggery on a large scale. Slates
or galvanised iron or zinc roofing 1 should not use on any
accotint, as both (especially the latter) are so very hot in
the summer’s sun that pigs could not be under them with
any comfort

; while in wet weather zinc roofing is very cold,
and the damp is sure to get through.

For the winter months of the year there is no doubt that
closed-in styes are best, that is if they are spacious and
airy, as recommended. When the weather is wet and cold,
and pigs come outside to feed, they get cold and shivering^
and by treading about the wet straw and then on the bedding,
they make this wet and damp. Still, I should, in putting up
any building, always 'make it with a small yard attached,
so that the animals can be fed inside or out, according to
what they are, and the time of the year. By having a door
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as well, the feeder can shut them in altogether or not, as he
thinks well

;
and if the buildings are well laid, troughed, and

built on high ground, so that no water can stand in the

outside yard, they can lie inside a good roomy place

comfortable, dry, and warm.

A good many piggeries are built now completely bricked-

in, with a partition up the middle of a range of buildings for

the feeder to walk up, with the styes on each side. Such as

these I should prefer to see bricked-up about a yard high,

and the rest boarded, and also some yards made outside of

each place, so that the pigs could get out in the air in the

summer weather. Such places as these are very well in the

winter for fatting pigs only, but young growing pigs, or sows
suckling pigs, require more room and more air during the hot

weather. Indeed, it is a mistake altogether to keep sows and
pigs, young growing pigs, and store pigs shut up in too close

quarters. If they had more freedom and exercise than many
do now, they would get on much better. During the summer-
time a pig only wants sufficient shelter to keep it from lying

in the wet and sun. I have kept them in regular bricked

piggeries in a yard, and have knocked up temporary places

out in the open, or at the side of a straw-stack, with a few

hurdles, just so that the wet did not get in
;
and being on

fresh ground, and with plenty of air, they have done much
better than in the best built styes.

Pig-yards on Large Farms.—On all farms where
breeding on a large scale is gone in for, a pig-yard should be

made quite separate from where other stock and cattle are

kept. This, with some neat styes for the breeding-sows, and
some other places for store and running pigs, and a good
open shed or two for the in-pig sows or larger stores, should

be provided. It should be made as large as possible, provided

it is well sheltered from the cold winds. If some large open

hovels or sheds are put up, they should have their backs

towards the cold quarters, and they will then only catch the

warmer winds, and will also shelter the other styes. Where
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the breeding and feeding are carried on on a smaller scale,

the owner must adapt himself to his circumstances, and make
the best use of the places he has

; and a little alteration in

sheltering a rather bleak place, or making a too close place a

little more airy, can always be made by a man who has the

energy and thoughtfulness to do it. This may generally be

said of the cotter or man who only keeps a few pigs or a

sow, as he will quickly see how things are.

In addition to seeing that the pigs lie high and dry, a

regular pig-yard, or where the pigs are kept, should also be

well provided with a good outlet for water, either a slant

being made so that any water that falls in the yard can

quickly drain away, or a drain from a certain point in the

yard where the water soaks should be provided, so that none

• can stand about. If the buildings are well eave-troughed all

round, and care be taken to clean them out and keep them

clear, there will not be a sloppy place for the pigs to run

about, and they will do much better than if running up to

their bellies in mud and dung.

1 have described the yards and buildings from a general

point of view, and think it will be best to give particulars of

breeding-styes at the time I am treating on the management
of breeding-sows, &c.

Profitable and Unprofitable Eiinds of Pigs.—A man
without experience intending to go in for breeding or keeping

pigs would naturally in the first place inquire, “ What is the

best and most profitable sort of pigs to keep?” If he inquired

of one who had made a study of and kept a good sort of white

pigs, he would be informed that there was none to come up

to white pigs to keep. If he inquired of a Berkshire fancier,

he would hear that the Berkshire breed was the best
;

of a

Tamworth fancier, and he would be advised to go in for the

Tamworth breed. But there is always allowance to be made
for the prejudice of an ardent breeder of any one particular

stock against any other breed which he has not studied and

become familiar with
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Now the breeds of pigs to go in for are those that will make

the most weight of best quality meat in least time, and at

lowest cost. There are pigs called White Yorkshires, Black

Berkshires, and Tamworths, that are so in name, but are

useless for profit. There are also others of these breeds that

the owners would quickly pit against any breed that could be

named. In short, there are good-paying pigs of all breeds,

and there are others that should never have been bred. One

sound rule to go by in buying, is to go in for good heavy pigs

when they are ready to come away from the sow. Such pigs

as these are bound to pay for keeping. In selecting a breed of

pigs, the buyer must ask himself in the first place, what he

intends to do with them when he has them for sale. Suppose

he intends breeding them, and selling off from the sow ;
or

running on for stores, and then selling ; or purchasing, running

through the summer, and making into large bacon hogs
;
or

only making small porkers ;
then he must get the sorts he

wants to make the best of.

The White Yorkshire Breed.—In Yorkshire, and that

part of the country, where pigs are made into extra large

bacon hogs, the large white pigs are kept or purchased
;
and

a large-framed growing white pig, with plenty of timber

underneath, also fine-haired and thin-skinned, is the sort

preferred. There is no one who knows what a good pig is

better than a Yorkshireman. In purchasing for running on, he

will not have a small runty pig at a gift; whilst for a best

quality large-growing pig, as described above, he is always

willing to give a fair price ;
and he is wise in this matter, as

they are really the cheapest. Therefore, if the reader is going

in for breeding pigs to make into large bacon hogs, or to

purchase for feeding into bacon, nothing will come before the

large white breed. This breed should be square made, with

good wide back and loins, and short-headed. Not necessarily

a too bulldog-shaped snout, but not long. It should also have

good-sized, upright ears, a good width between them, and bold

open eyes. The hair, no doubt, to get good quality, should
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be thin, some breeders preferring them almost devoid of any,
but I like to see them with some long pliable hair, though
not thick and bristly. These pigs will often be slightly
spotted, this being considered by some feeders a mark of
good breeding. Amongst this breed there will be occasionally
turned out some of a slightly grey or blue colour. There is a
bad sort of pig to be seen of this colour, and also a good
sort. See that they are from good growing stock, with good
heads and loins, and they will turn out good stock.

The Berkshire Breed, which in its purity should possess
white feet, a white star on the forehead, and white on the tip
of the tail,

^

is an excellent breed of pig for crossing with the
white. It is hardy, and the sows are usually the best of
sucklers, although often very savage when with the young.
They will also mature very quickly, and be ready for killing
at any weight. The meat is also of good quality, and it is a
pig that weighs well. There are different classes of the sows
kept, some being good large-framed ones, and some more neat
and compact. It is kept in its purity in some parts of the
country, but strange to say the prejudice against a white pig
is so strong in other parts that a white one would not be
purchased there on any account. In the county of Somerset-
shire and also in parts of Gloucestershire, this seems to be the
case, and I have been told by buyers from that part that the
butchers have such an objection to white pigs that it is
useless to fatten them.

I once had an inquiry for four strong heaty stores of the
Berkshire breed, and having four just the pick from a lot with
a little cross, so that one was completely white, the buyer
objected to this one, and could not be prevailed upon to take
It. At another place I recommended a buyer to try some
of our best crossed whites, and prevailed on him to take
some of them. After he had had them long enough to see
how they went on, he wrote me that he found them to do first-
class “but,” said he, “the prejudice against any white pigs
here is so great, that my recommendation of this breed does
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not stand for much, I only being an amateur. But I have
had some friends in to see them this evening who have hitherto
been prejudiced against white ones, and they could not but
acknowledge that they are doing quite as well, if not better,

than our black breed.” Why this prejudice should e.\ist I do
not know, but if people want a pig to grow and get to a
good weight in good time, I recommend a good white or
crossed white.

U?h.e Tamworth of the best breed is a good useful pig
to cross with the Yorkshire and Berkshire. Hardy, and
of best quality meat, it is a sort that will no doubt
work its way to the front. I have had first-class pigs
from a cross between this and the white breed. They are
usually good feeders and doers, and by getting some of the
blood amongst our whites, both from high-class stock, some
good pigs can always be got. There is a very bad sort of
Tamworth breed that may occasionally be seen in the local

markets, small, wiry, sharp, long-headed ones, about as big as
good-sized rats

;
and while one let of first-class growing pigs

may be seen here and there, the number of worthless ones will

be considerably greater. These, no doubt, cause a prejudice
against the whole breed in many parts.

The Tamworth is a good breed, then, to cross, if the best stock
are got ; and as it is not well known in many parts, and is a
breed I am not so fully acquainted with as the two first-mentioned

ones, I must recommend it to breeders who at present do not
kmw much of it, to try it, and give it fair play. If this is

done, select stock from a reliable source, not pick up a bad
specimen, and then condemn the whole breed because of it.

Crossing.—My favourite cross—and I think it cannot be
beaten for general purposes—is a good crossed sow put to a
good white boar. The Berkshire sows are gci,er.ally good
milkers, but put to the same sort of boar their pigs have not
growth enough in the first three or four months for me

;
but

when a regular good Berkshire sow is put to a good white boar,

they produce a much quicker growing pig, that will generally do
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well, and which is almost invariably white. But it is not

necessary that sows should be pure bred, it is the boar.

Obtaining blood of high-class boars by crossing, as described,

will prevent the breed from deteriorating into mongrels, and
will bring the pigs healthy, and as a rule, in good litters.

Where pigs are bred in and in too much, even if fresh blood

of ihe same breed be imported, they will not bring such large

litters and sizable growing pigs. On most of the farms in

Bedfordshire it is a rule to keep a good bred, well-selected

boar, and where this is done the pigs are usually kept up to

a high standard. There are many small mongrel boars about,

and also breeding-sows, which the owners might well know
cannot bring good saleable or growing pigs, and it is a sad

pity they cannot see their folly in breeding from them. With
some men a sow is a sow, but far better had anyone give 70s.

for a good sow from a good litter of valuable pigs than buy a

bad one for 50s. He should bear in mind that not -only has

he to make a profit or loss out of the pigs she brings, but

there is also selling day with the sow herself, and a good one
will always be worth the extra money given.

Breeds to Avoid.— I think the three breeds mentioned, if

used and crossed judiciously, will hold their own against any
English breed in the country. And now a few words on some
bad breeds. There is a narrow-nosed white pig, with back
that corresponds with the nose in being sharp and narrow. It

stands high on the legs, and has really no make at all about

it. It will feed well, being hardy and hungry, but will eat as

much to put on one stone of meat as a good short-headed

square pig will to put on double that quantity. It will

seemingly do well, and make up a good pig, but runs to leg

and belly, and when killed and put on the scales will turn

out very deceitful, and take anyone in. Corresponding with

this pig is a long, narrow, ugly-sheeted hog, often having
large lap ears, but otherwise answering the same description

as the former. Another sort is a long, bad-made grey or blue

pig. This must not be confused with a grey or blue pig which
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our best whites often throw, as there is a vast difference in

the sorts. There are a large number of these long, narrow pigs

bred in different districts, and it is surprising that some good
selected stock is not made to replace them. In a great

measure carelessness and inattention are to blame, and till

pigs are looked at as an important part of the breeder’s live

stock, from which a profit is to be made, and not merely as

scavengers, these iDad pigs will be bred.

On some farms a good sort of sows are kept, of no particular

breed, but good ones for pigs—sows that bring some good heavy
pigs at weaning time, and pigs that are known to do well when
they are taken away— consequently there is always a ready
sale for them at a good fair price, the buyers being well aware that

they will pay best. This breed is kept up to a good standard

by judicious crossing. If the owner were asked the sort, he
would perhaps inform you that the original sow from which they

all came was of so-and-so sort and came from so-and-so
;
which

will show you what one good stock sow can do. This is often

the case with a man who keeps only one or two sows. He can

always dispose of his pigs at a good price, and get a name for

bringing good stock, his pigs, by extra inquiry for them, making
an extra long price. Yet on being told so, he will inform you

that he sells his pigs the cheapest in the village. And this is

really the case, for although the price is high according to the

age, they are pigs that will make into porkers before some start

to grow, and for every is. laid out will show a good return.

Twenty shillings each for pigs about nine or ten weeks old seems

a long price, but they are the cheapest pigs to buy, the most

profitable to breed, and the pigs that pay to keep on and fatten.

Yes, these are the pigs that pay to keep. Never mind whether

they are white, black, mixed, or any other sort. Such pigs as

these are not narrow-faced, narrow-backed pigs. They are good,

fairly short-headed, square, broad-backed, well-made pigs. I

would advise you to go and select some gilts out of a litter of

about ten such as described above, and a boar to match, and you
will get a breed that no pedigree breeder in the country can

beat, if he charges you 42s. at weaning-time.

C 2
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Before leaving this part of the subject, we have the consumer

to study. People do not like either pork or bacon too fat. 1

think a bacon-curer will tell you that to get high-class meat

you must breed good lengthy pigs, and not the small rolly-poly

sort, that are all fat. I think a good lengthy white breed, not

too bony and rompy, nor too small and compact, turns out good

meat, which may be further improved in the grain by crossing

either with a Berkshire of the larger sorts or with a Tam-
worth.

The Use of Pedigree Stock.—In recommending good

crosses, I am not under-valuing pedigree herds when kept m
their right place. Any live stock would deteriorate into mongrels

if high-class blood was not mi.xed with them, and pure-bred

animals on the male side are required amongst any sows to keep

them up to a good standard. But any man who keeps a pedigree

herd of pigs on purpose to raise pigs for feeding, will find it

does not answer as well as judicious crossing—by keeping a

good pure-bred boar and judiciously crossing him with his stock

sows. Even when doing this, I would rather buy a pure-bred boar

from good well-known stock, than buy one direct from a pedigree

herd ; my reason being that, as a rule, our pedigree herds are

too artificially reared and fed. In getting up for show and selling

purposes, all manner of e.xpedients are used (cost often not being

brought into account) to get the animals in high condition for

showing. They are fed on warm and seasoned foods, and fussed

and messed up so that when they go into a farmer’s yard and

are fed in the ordinary way, they for a time go back
; while if

there is much work to do, they will get off their feed and be

dainty ; and when this is the case, it must have a bad effect on

the future litters.

In sdecting a boar it would no doubt be best to pick one from

a litter before weaning, and it should be from a good fair litter in

number, and sizable. If the litter is uneven, I would discard it,

for I would rather have a small boar, if well-made and out of a

fairly even litter, than an extra-sized one, the pick of an uneven

litter.
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Before I finish with the breed and sorts of pigs, 1 repeat my
advice to intending breeders, as it has such an important effect

on the profit and loss

—

Ga in for good stock; Select good gilts

fro7tt reliable stock; see the litter yourself if you can
; see how

many the sow has
; find out what breed they came from. If you

buy a sow, do not be led away by the look of one because she is

handsome and a pretty picture. Ascertain what stock she came
from, and if she has brought any pigs up, and how. If you can
do so, buy a sow off of her pigs and from a good lot

; and if she
be poor and pulled down in condition do not despise her because
of tliat. Buy her on the merit of the pigs she has brought. I

do not like sows that suckle too free, so as to get pulled

down too weak
; I would rather have one that brings a good litter

of pigs, and keeps a little meat on herself. But if a sow can
bring a good lot of pigs, buy her, even if you have to give over
ordinary market price. In buying a young boar, it is unwise
to be niggardly over a few shillings, when you consider the

importance in making an estimate of the number of pigs you are

likely to breed. The importance of keepinggood stock is evident
when you consider that you will have just the same work and
trouble with inferior ones as with good ones. You will require

just the same room and be at quite as much expense with bad as
with good ones. Furthermore, you can always sell your surplus

stock at a fair price, winter and summer
; whilst if they are bad

sorts, you will have a good deal of trouble to dispose of them,
even at a very low price. If you keep good ones on, you can
make them pay

; and good growing young pigs in the middle of

winter will pay you money, whereas bad sorts will only be a source
of trouble.

T0 those purchasingpigs for feeding, the watchword should be
“ good sorts at a fair price ” rather than “ bad sorts very cheap.”
Do not stick out for a few shillings on a good litter

; for if they
seem rather dear, they are much cheaper than small, low-priced
ones. During the summer months, when there is a trade for pigs
off the sow, they can often be bought at los. or under, and the
owner only too glad to get them off his hands ; whilst many good
strong litters are making 15s. to i8s. and upwards, and even then
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the low-priced ones are dear and the l8s. ones cheap. At the

time of correcting this, however, pigs are worth but little more

than half these prices. When you consider that one lot will

grow and make some great hogs in half the time that it takes

others, it must stand to reason that the good ones are the

most profitable. Where a breeder does well and gets money

by a sow, then those pigs, if sold, with proper treatment will go

and pay well. On the other hand, where a breeder after selling

small pigs without any growth in them at a low price, and puts

nothing in his pocket, then 1 know the feeder will see no return

besides cost for a considerable time.

Breeding.—No one should go in for breeding pigs unless he

has ample room and convenience for that purpose, and is also in

a position to give full and regular attention, either personally or

otherwise. Anyone can keep a pig, or a few pigs, and feed them

on in a place roughly but comfortably made for that purpose.

There must be not only sufficient room in the stye to keep a sow

and pigs, but there must be outdoor accommodation in the shape of

an orchard or meadow. It is as necessary for the young growing

pig and the sow that they should have a run and plenty of

(exercise as it is that they should have housing and food.

Many cotters or small tradesmen keep a sow for breeding

without a meadow or run for the pigs on the grounds, but

the successful ones may be seen in the summer evenings

watching them out for a run down the grass sides of the

road ;
or the wife, if she is a general manager, may sometimes

be seen, with plait in hand, watching them out for a run. It

is as natural now for young growing pigs to get out like this

and dig and root and eat some earthy matter as it was when

they were in a wild state. If the young sucking pig

cannot be let out and have its run, care must be taken that

it has plenty of green food, cinders, and earth, and whatever it

would get at if let out
;
and even then the exercise will be

missed, for it is next to impossible to bring up a growing

healthy lot of pigs shut up in a cramped place. I do not say

that they are not bred successfully in good roomy places, but
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many ills are caused by Ibis way of breeding them. They

will often go humpbacked, get crampy, scour, and. do badly,

all of which might in a great measure be avoided by plenty

of outdoor exercise. No breeder, then, is in a good position

for breeding unless he has an orchard or a run out of the

stye somewhere.

Pig breeders may be divided into two classes—the farmer,

who may keep from three or four sows up to twenty or more ;

and the tradesman, or labotcrer, who keeps one, two, or more.

In the case of the farmer, he usually has his range of styes or

pig-yard, and the attention and care are left to the stock-man,

perhaps assisted by the owner. In the latter case there is a

regular routine as regards feeding, the mode of pigging the

sows, and general treatment.

The tradesman or cotter generally tends himself or by irregular

help. He may have places built on purpose or put up some

himself; and, as I mentioned under “General Housing,” the

latter are often the more suitable. Regular farm styes may be

costly but quite unsuitable.

Suppose a man was entering on a farm, on which there was

a good range of regularly built styes, but too close and bricked

in, he would certainly not want to pull them down, so he must

alter and make them comfortable. If they are bricked in all

round, he can easily let some air in over the top by taking out

some of the bricks ;
and the same with the yard outside, he

must use his judgment in the matter.

Selecting Gilts for Breeding.—In describing the different

breeds of pigs, I mentioned that it would be best either to select

some gilts out of a litter before they were taken from the sow,

and the same with the boar, or obtain reliable sows when their

pigs are ready to wean from them. In doing the former, it

should in the first place be ascertained that each gilt has twelve

good regular teats or dills, and that none of these are blind

or false. If it has fourteen dills, it will be better. Those

that have the dills well forward should be selected, as a good

sow ought not to have them too far back, or the hind ones
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some that are allowed to go short will at sixteen months.

They are also best with plenty of exercise, as they grow

straight and strong in muscle and frame, and will not get so

soft and flabby as when shut up altogether. The gilt intended

for breeding should have for staple food—till it has been weaned

at least a month— good middlings twice a day, and a little

hard corn once a day will do it good. It may then have a

little bran mixed with the middlings, and given so by degrees

till it has half bran and half middlings. As it gets older, its

feed should be given according to what it obtains elsewhere.

If on a farm, it may pick up nearly enough corn to keep it.

With a cotter, it may have the run of an orchard, and get

some grass or roots or odds-and-ends. But green food only is

not good enough for a growing gilt, and it must have an addi-

tion given it, according to the judgment of the owner. If it

has plenty of grass and roots and a little hard corn, peas, or

beans, or maize are good. But it must be kept growing fiom

the time it is weaned till it pigs, and at the time it comes

down to pig should be quite fresh.

Hogging Gilts on.—There is much controversy as to the

proper age at which the gilt should be hogged on. If kept

well and growing I should let it go at eight months. I have

had them hogged on considerably under that age, and they

have turned out good mothers. But I should certainly hogg

them on by the time they are eight months, unless they would

come down at a better time by running on longer. If they are

kept well, and are from good growing stock, and the owner

wants them to pay him well, eight months is better than older.

It is best with gilts to have several together, and hogg them

on with a boar of one’s own. This a farmer or considerable

breeder can do, but a man with only one or two must take them

to a boar, and it is often a good deal of trouble to get them

hogged on, as they cannot be noticed like a sow.

Some owners often have a deal of trouble to get gilts to

come in season. If there is any difficulty in this way it is a

good plan to change the diet. If they are being fed on cool
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and washy foods, as roots, bran, &c., substitute some barley
meal, maize, or beans

; but barley meal is the best, and if fed
rather liberally on this for some time it will usually bring about
the desired result.

When they are hogged on they may be kept as before, and
by the time they are coming down they should be in good
order. Over-feeding is not likely to predispose a gilt to milk
fever, as it might a sow.

to Huy fcr Frofit.—The other way of obtaining
good stock, as I mentioned, is by buying a sow from a ^litter

of pigs. It can then be seen what her true value is. Empty
sows vary in price : small and bad soits may sometimes be
bought at 45s. or 50s. Good ones ^•ary, as a rule, between 60s.
and 70s. At the time of correcting this, sows are worth but
little mote than half these prices. But as every pig-keeper
endeavours to get his sows hogged on for pigging at the right
time, which is about January or February, at that time, being
in more gcneial demand, they are worth more. 70s. seems a
good price for an empty sow, but I have often seen that given
for e.\tra good ones just from a good litter of pigs, the buyers
being well aware that the best are the cheapest.

The sow will usually come in season just as the milk is

drying up, vhich happens from a few days to about a week
after weaning. They should not be allowed to miss this time,
as they are more likely to stand then than if run on another
time, which is about three weeks later. But as the breeder
may think it better to let her run over a time or two, to
pig in a better or more suitable time, this would of course
alter the case. The sow should be kept fairly well after
w'eaning, but not on milk-producing foods, rather on something
of a heating nature, as barley-meal or whole corn She will

usually be in season for two or three days, and it is always
advisable to catch her the latter part of the time. If the
owner has a boar let them have a daily tun together, and
there is no fear of missing. Most sows show when they are in

season, but some, on the other hand, if not watched, are apt
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to be overlooked and go too long, which means loss of time

and expense. It is best, therefore, if not noticed the second

or third day, to drive her to the boar, and if not ready, to

make arrangements with the owner to keep her a day or so,

or bring her back, according to the distance. When she has

had the boar feed her well, and shut her up securely by herself for

a day or two. She should not be allowed to run with any down-

pigging sows, as it only excites the latter, and these, by jumping

about, may be hurt.

Management of “In Farrow” Sows.—After the sow is

hogged on she may be kept at little cost—on grass in the

summer, or any green food, clover, vetches, &c. ; but it is

well, unless she can pick up any loose corn, to give her a

few good dry beans, if only half-a-pint a day. Flat maize,

when a low price, if scalded or soaked some time before use,

are a cheap substitute for beans. With a cotter or small breeder

there is often a little wash and odds-and-ends, and if any

addition is needed a little bran may be given. A good suckling-

sow will come off the pigs low in frame, but by the time she

is hogged on a month or two, she will usually get in fair

condition. She must be kept all through in fair order, and

additional food be given to keep her up to this, so that by

the time she has a few weeks to lay she should be inclined to

get fresh.

It is a great mistake to keep sows very bad and low in

condition till they are within a few weeks of pigging, and then

put them on extra good food, and flush them up and get a

lot of soft meat on them. If left too long, they cannot get

in condition, but will have a flush of milk which may turn

out disastrous.

Management when Farrowing.—Over-feeding a sow with

milk-forcmg foods, when she is ready to come clown, will cause

an abundant supply of milk. The better stickler the sow is,

the more dangerous it is for her to have an attack of milk

fever, which I shall treat of further on. Good mothers and
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free sucklers are the most delicate in constitution, and suffer
the most when this does attack them, and it should be the
breeder’s aim to prevent it if possible. Its cause is redundance
of mdk. For the last week before her time is up, especially
if she be bagging fast, she should be kept short of food and
have liberty to take gentle e.'cercise. Whilst pigging, she
should not be over done with food, nor for a few days after
when the danger will be over. A little opening medicine given
after she has pigged, if her bowels appear costive, will help
her a good deal. The sow must then be kept, so that she
IS m good order, fresh but not over-fat, and no difference
made in her diet before pigging, except to keep her a little

short before her time is up—say a few days or a week. With
gilts, if they appear rather short of milk, a little better food
may be given. They should be shut up at night in the place
intended to pig them in, for two or three weeks before their
time is up. They may be given a fair amount of litter, and
as the time comes on they will get it up in one comer, pull
it to pieces, and get it short and soft, which is what is

required.

When sows get within a day or so of pigging (and they
generally pig about the day i6 weeks from when hogged on)
they should be watched, and if they have any inclination to
carry a lot of litter into their stye, they should be shut up,
T hey are best left alone, and little food given at a time.
From the time the first pig arrives, a good sow will lie down
till she has finished and cleansed, but many will be up and
down all the time, and it is in the latter case that attention
must be given, to see that none are over-laid. All the straw
should be moved except a little, but that which is taken
out should not be thrown away and wasted, but reserved for
afterwards.

The most suitable persdn to attend to the sow is the regular
attendant, as often no one else would be tolerated, and in
some cases not even him, as some sows, however quiet they
may be at another time, are so savage at anyone being
near that it only e.xcites them to become worse, and instead
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of saving the lives of any, may be a cause of her trampling

on them. When it is found this is the case, no one should

go near her. But this is one case out of twenty, and the

sow that flies at her young and kills them is an exceptional

one. If the sow appears quiet, she may be approached from

behind and gently spoken to, and scratched under her leg

behind
;
and it will always repay for the trouble, if she proves

fairly gentle and quiet, to remain with her, or look in every

five or ten minutes.

As soon as each pig is born, if it does not quickly find its

way to the teat, it should be guided there, taking due care

not to make it squeal so that the mother jumps up. As soon

as it gets to the teat and takes a little milk, it will quickly

get strong, but if, in cold weather, it gets away from the

mother for only five or ten minutes and gets cold, it loses all

energy in looking out for the teat, begins to squeal, and

cannot be got to suck. The chief thing, then, is to keep

the sow lying down, and get each one to the teat as soon

as born.

A sow may begin to pig when one’s attention is being given

to something else, or in the night; and when next seen there

may be several at the other side of the stye half dead, or

perhaps quite, which might have been prevented if help had

been handy. Some sows will get up and down all the time

while pigging, and be likely to lie on any
;

if one is laid on, it

will begin to squeal ;
or she may pop down on one and soon

suffocate it, if not moved. In this case she should not be used

harshly, or hit, or kicked, as this will only make her ill-

tempered, but gently pushed up, and the pig got out and placed

against her udder.

Many sows will pig by themselves without any help, quite

as well as if anyone was near. But if five out of six were to

do this, it would not prevent an interested man, whether owmer

or attendant, from being handy to render help if needed. 1

have myself sat up all night with a sow which did not pig till

the next day, and then would have been as well by themselves

3s with my help. On the next occasion when a sow was
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expected to pig, I have huddled in the blankets on a cold night,
and found ten or twelve good-sized pigs half perished in the
morning

;
and instead of having the pleasure of tending ten or

twelve good pigs with the mother, had the mortification of
bringing up five or six only. With the closest attention,
however, a sow may bring a good lot of pigs, and part be lost,

but there are many litters which might have been larger if

attention had been given at this time. Some breeders nail a
rail round the outside of the stye, about a foot from the ground,
and a little way from the outside, which prevents the sow
squeezing a pig against the wall. The stye should be of

sufficient size for the sow to he down either way and turn
about, and of course must be larger for a big sow than for a
small gilt.

As soon as the sow has pigged, she should commence to
cleanse. This should be taken out of the st)e, and the sow
not allowed to eat it

;
whether it does them harm or not is not

the question, as it may entice the sow to eat a weakly pig or
any poultry afterwards. Dead pigs should also be removed, as
most sows will eat them, and this should be avoided. When
she has finished, she will get up and look out for some food.
Little should be given at a time, and nothing is safer than
bran with a few toppings or middlings, the bran keeping her
bowels open. At the first feed after pigging the sow will
be hungry and inclined to be ravenous, and this is a good
opportunity to give her a little opening medicine, as it is much
better that she should be kept a little relaxed than otherwise.
She should be fed a few days on this plan, keeping her slightly
hungry, and about llie fourth day if feeding well, both danger
to herstlf, and to the pigs in getting over-laid, may be
considered over. Indeed, it is seldom, provided the sow is in
good health and gofs on all right, that she lies on any pigs
after she has had a feed and lies down. Part of the bedding
taken out may now be put in, and the remainder if she seems
careful

; but it is well not to provide any long fresh straw,
or to remove the bed where she pigged, for a few days at
least.
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IVCilk Fever.— It is the free milking sow that is most likely to

be attacked with milk fever. These sows are the most delicate

in constitution. It is seldom a bad suckler is attacked, as she

will convert any food given her into strength and flesh. All

means should be used to prevent it. The cause is an over-

supply or redundance of milk, so that the pigs cannot get it

away fast enough, anck the udder is not cleared out. The out-

let then is stopped, the bag gets hard, and the milk is penned
back on the sow, which causes her bowels to become costive,

a complete stoppage often ensuing.

I have said that over-feeding a sow when the milk is coming
often proves disastrous with a free milker. Keep the sow,

then, short a few days or a week before pigging, and for a few

days after, and this will lessen the danger. But some sows

will convert everything to milk, even if treated in this way.

For days before pigging some sows will have a tremendous

udder, and on a short-legged sow this will almost drag the

ground, and by the time she farrows will begin to get rather

sore and hard. Such a case as this must not be neglected.

Twelve hours’ neglect after pigging may be a source of trouble

and loss. The pigs must be induced to get out what milk

they can, and if the udder is very hard it should be well rubbed

with soft soap and warm water, and got soft, and some lard

rubbed in well. I have myself got out what milk I possibly

could and continued this treatment till the udder has got right.

There cannot be much done unless the bag is very stoney

and hard, for twelve hours at least
;

then, if it is not limper

and appears hot and feverish, the sow must not be neglected,

especially if she refitses to eat at p7'oper meal lime, and does

not let the pigs suck with a draught. She will lie on her

belly, and appear unconcerned whether they are laid on or not.

Letting her out to gentle exercise without exciting her will do

her no harm, but rather the reverse. If she has a free passage

in the bowels and the excrements is not lumpy and hard, there

is not much to fear, but if, on the other hand, she passes

nothing, or only a little, which is very hard, and appears list-

less, and wanting to lie down on her belly, then all means
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must be used to get her to take some strong relaxing physic
cattle salts or castor oil. A sow in this state with a regular

stoppage requires a large amount of medicine before the bowels
can be got to move, and if the lives of pigs or sow are valued,
ime y means must be taken to give some medicine. If she
wi not eat anything, or no medicine is eaten in the food, then
s e must have some forced down her tliroat. The means of
doing this without choking her I will explain further on.
The case of a sow dying or losing her pigs with milk-fever

will be very rare if proper care be taken. It is more often the
case of misplaced kindness than anything. A breeder may pier
a good many sows, perhaps, before he has a case, and many
reading this may think I am dwelling on the subject with un-
necessary length, and going into details more than is needed
I think not, because, although a man may pig a good many
sows and have no trouble in this way, yet he may lose one
litter and be £1 or ^3 out of pocket, and a sow and pigs
worth perhaps ^5 or £6, through not having timely warning
1 should have been glad of a little friendly advice in my time,
out 1 h.ad to learn by experience, and pay for it.

In the middle of one summer, when I was quite a lad Ihad two fine large white sows in-pig, about the second litter
Either by carelessness or false economy (I forget now wliich,
ut think the latter), I kept these sows rather short of food.

About two or three weeks before their time was due to pig
I awoke to the fact that they were rather low in condition
Thinking to get them on before they pigged, I began to feed
them on some good middlings, as much as they could eat, twice
a day. The consequence was that a week or more before
Piggmg they had tremendous udders, and by the time they
were down could hardly move. I looked at this in a veiw
different light from what I have looked at a similar case
since, and did not concern myself till they farrowed One
farrowed with about twelve fine large pigs, which did anyone
good to see them. The mother had such abundance of "milk
tiat it squirted away from her whenever she moved. About
twenty-four hours after pigging she refused her food, the udder
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got hard and hot, and she lay on her belly and would not

let the pigs suck. For some days she ate nothing, the pigs getting

poorer and poorer, and getting laid on or dying one at a time.

Nothing passed through her all the time. She became so weak

that at last she could not get up herself without help, and then

staggered to a trough and sucked down a little drink. I at

last, with a little help, got some physic down her, and got

her bowels to move. The udder by this time had dried almost

up. When I once got something through her she began to

pick up a little green food and suck a little warm millc, and

when the turn had come she began to go on. Four pigs re-

mained, reduced to mere skeletons, and it was grievous to

see them about, my only object in allowing them to live being

that they might help the mother. They soon got on when

the flow of milk returned, and in a few weeks’ time were as

sleek as moles. The other sow pigged about a week after

with a good litter, and became the same, in fact worse, for I

lost the whole of the pigs, and would have sold the sow for

a trifle. By repeatedly giving her medicine I at last got her

bowels to move, but she was reduced from middling condition

to a skeleton, and was some weeks before she got round.

Now here were two sows that ought, two weeks after pigging,

to have been worth £ 12
,
worth not half that sum, and I even

then considered myself fortunate in not losing both of them.

I had pigged a good many before these, and never saw a

case so bad, and may say that, by taking care, I have had

but little loss since. I give these instances in the hope that

it may save other breeders from such a loss.

These two sows I was inclined to fatten, but being young

and really good ones I was sorry to do it. I asked some

breeders’ opinions, and had, as is often the case, a variety of

advice, some asserting that they were most likely to be a

trouble next time; some that they were sure to; some that

they were no more likely to than any other sows that were

free milkers
;
and some even confidently asserting that they

never had it more than once. I should advise anyone in a

similar position not to try them again if they had a bad

D
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attack. In the case of mine, I pigged them again, and they

brought up a score or more of good pigs. I used all caution

in feeding and general treatment, but I believe that I should

have had trouble if I had not treated them with extra care. I

am not going to assert that my treatment is an infallible pre-

ventive of milk fever, but I give my experience as a warning

against injudicious treatment by over-feeding, &c.

In short, do not keep the sow down poor, and think to get

her in condition for suckling a lot of pigs by extra feed a little

while before her time is due ; but keep her so that she is in

good order when coming down. It is well known that all

animals will do best when they are in young, nature causing

them to store up strength and flesh to stand against the strain

on the system when they are suckling.

Treatment of Suckling Sow. — When the sow has

farrowed a few days or a week, and is found to be going on

all right, her bed should be cleaned out well. It is a good

plan to throw down a little lime, but so that the pigs do not

get it in the feet. They should then be kept well littered up

with good wheat straw if possible, but barley straw will do if

it is shifted often. The bedding and everything should be

moved every few clays, or once a week at the longest, and

fresh given. It pays well to do this, as it keeps the pigs better

on the skin and in healthier condition than if allowed to lie on

a stale bed. On a farm there is no difficulty in keeping them

in good abundant bedding, and with straw at the present low

price of about 20s. per load it would be false economy to keep

them short. When straw cannot be purchased under about is.

per truss of 361b. or upwards, then a farmer is naturally

anxious to market what he can, while a cottager or anyone

who buys it must be careful not to waste any. But a truss of

straw a week is not a great deal with a lot of pigs. In the

cold weather they must be bedded up well, but during the

summer months they may be kept with less. Wet or damp
straw must on no account be given, and as much care should

be taken in this respect as one would take in seeing that they
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themselves sleep in a warm and dry bed. Husk, cold, or cramp
IS sure to follow the use of damp bedding'.
The best and cheapest food for a sow with pigs is good fine

toppings or middlings, with an admixture of bran, and there is
nothing safer. The toppings of themselves are apt to be too
sticky, and a little bran added will keep the bowels in order
and will be a better food. One part of bran to two or three
parts of toppings, more or less according to the number of
pigs the sow has, and how she is suckling down, should be
given. If it is a large sow with only five or six pigs, then she
inust have more bran and less toppings, unless she is getting
o d or is not a good breeder

; then, if the season is tight, itmay be advisable to feed her well, so that by the time the pigs
are ready to wean, she will be nearly ready for killing. In the
case of a free milking sow with a good litter, she cannot be
kept too well

; but it must be borne in mind that always
having a trough full of food is not feeding well, but is only a
slovenly way of feeding, while nothing is worse for a good sow
It will cause her to get dainty and off of her stomach quicker
than anything. A sow should be given only as much as she
will clear up at each meal. Feed her twice each day, as earlym the morning as possible, and as late at night as convenient

not sometimes at 6 a.m., sometimes at 8 a.m., sometimes at
3 m the afternoon, and sometimes at 6. Six o’clock in the
morning and 6 o’clock at night would certainly be best; but in
the winter this would be impracticable, and it must be managed
according to oUier work. Seven o’clock in the morning and 4or 5 o’clock in the afternoon during the winter would be
reasonable times, but regularity should be practiced. The sow
will know when the time comes, and if delayed long she will
be on the fidget, and do herself a deal of harm. The following
is a good routine : Fed in the morning between 6 and 8
o’clock, the sow should be left for a few hours at least to rest
undisturbed with her pigs. Then, unless the weather is very
rough and cold, kt her out for an hour or so, and then turn
her m with her pigs. In the middle of the day she should be
given another feed if she has a good litter and is suckling

u 2
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down. Many feeders like to give the ordinary feed at this

time, but I prefer to give a little green food—mangolds if they

are ripe and good, late in the spring—a few carrots, vetches, or

clover, according to the time of the year, as some green food

will keep her in health and appetite. If she is getting down

very weak and low, a few good dry old beans will do her a lot

of good and keep her up. Not many are needed—about a pint

or so, according to the size of the sow. She may then be with

the pigs till the afternoon’s feed, or be let out for another hour

or so, according to the weather—when the weather is warm she

would be best out again. Then the afternoon’s feed, and be

left for the night. In giving the afternoon’s feed, except in cold

frosty weather, enough should be given, and if a little is not

quite cleared up, no harm will be done, as it is longer till the

morning ;
but a large quantity must not be left. The first

meal in the day it is well to give only just sufficient—so that

she could eat a little more. It cannot always be given to a

nicety of course, but a clean trough should always be kept

through the day.

Getting Pigs to Peed. Early.—Till the pigs are two or

three weeks old, il well done, they will not do much more than

lie and sleep, and they should be fat and sleek. Previous

to this age they are as little trouble as at any period—keeping

them well and fresh-bedded, and feeding the sow carefully,

will be the only work. By the time they are three weeks old

they will become possessed of a desire to see a little more of

the world than their limited bed. They will come round the

trough and begin to smell about, as if they would like to have

a taste. It is now that the most attention must be given, and

a good deal of the success in pig-breeding depends on getting

the pigs to feed in, good time. In the litters of various sows

there is much difference in the time they begin to feed,

varying between three and five weeks as a rule. It is when

the sow is let out for her exercise that they should be tempted

to begin. A small, shallow wooden trough is as handy as

anything. In this should be put a little milk, with the chill
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taken off and just thickened. By getting them to this

a few days, when they appear to want to feed, they will little

by little learn to eat. For a week they may not perhaps

eat a pint, but they wilt quickly learn the way, and once started

they will be no trouble. A little wheat laid on a flat board

should also be put in their way, and as they begin to eat a

little, a few dried peas may be substituted. When pigs begin

to feed, they generally scour, sometimes more, sometimes less,

and the quicker they can be got to feed, the sooner they get

over it. The pigs of some sows, as I have said, will quickly

feed and be but little trouble, and these scour the least and

get on best. On the other hand, some sows’ pigs are much more

trouble to get to feed, and these generally scour the worst.

Some may be got to feed well when about a month old, whilst

others are five or six weeks, or even more, before they can feed

well. In the latter case, a good deal of trouble must be taken

to avoid loss, and if the second litter of a sow were so, I

should reject that sow, unless any other cause were noticed.

If they scour when the weather is rough and cold, they must

not catch cold or get wet, as this would aggravate it, and

some might be lost

Exercise for Sucking Pigs.—During the warm summer

weather, when the pigs seem inclined to come out of their bed,

say, when they are two or three weeks old, let them out to have

a run in a meadow if possible. Fifteen minutes or so at first

should be long enough, gradually letting them out longer,

but not so that they-wander about after the mother and get

over-tired. By the time they are feeding well, a few hours a

day out with the mother will do them a lot of good. It is a

good plan, if the styes are situated right, to have a hole, so

that the pigs can run in and out as they like into a meadow.

They will then lie down when tired, which they would perhaps

not do if out with their mother. By the time they are six

weeks old, they are best at large, if they do not stray into

mischief. It is a great mistake to pen young growing pigs up

in a close place, for they are much healthier when running
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about, and grow much better : any place, so that they are in

shelter, will suit them better than the handsome-looking brick

places that are “the go” on many farms.

In the cold weather—often up to April and May, we have

cold damp weather and cutting east winds—they should not

be allowed at large, but should be kept in some good roomy

place ;
but when there comes a warm, genial day it should be

taken advantage of to let them out.

Artificial feeding should follow nature as near as possible,

and to be successful in pig-breeding one must make a study

of the natural instincts of the pigs. The pig in a wild state

is a digger. Now, what does he dig for? Many will say for

mischief, especially when a strong store pig begins to root up

a new-floored sty, just under your nose, or does a little

ploughing in a meadow. No such thing. It is no more mischief

than our taking salt in our food, or going to a doctor, when we

are out of sorts, is mischief. There is no doubt but that in the soil

there are all kinds of medicines, vegetable or mineral, to remedy

or prevent all the ills the pig is heir to. The pig knows this,

and its natural instinct prompts it to dig, just as our common

sense prompts us to seek remedies when feeling out of sorts.

When a pig gets overdone with food, and is clogged up, he

commences to dig for earth, to clear his stomach and digest

his food, and if you do not give him some cinders or earth

he will soon begin to look out for himself. It is natural for a

pig to consume a quantity of earth, and if he is prevented

from getting at it, we must supply him with it and take it to

his stye. Coals, cinders, or a “ spit,” or “ shovel-full ” or two

of earth are always welcomed by a feeding or fattening hog,

by a sow, or by a young pig. Let a lot of small pigs out of

a stye when only a few weeks old, and as soon as they get on

grass, or where they can dig, they begin to do so, and if let

out they will often find there what we cannot supply them

with. When the scour is on pigs, this will stop it quicker than

anything ; but do not neglect them too long so that they get

very bad and weak, or the remedy will come too late, or at

least a great deal of mischief will have been done.
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The cause of Scour in Small Pigs.— It is sometimes
through the sow having an abundance of milk, and sometimes
the reverse

;
sometimes through feeding her on improper foods,

which are too heating or relaxing. Improper foods are, damaged
or damp corn out of condition

; and too many roots—mangold
or swedes—must never be given till late in the spring, when
they will act beneficially. There are also many cheap and
impure feeding stuffs, containing injurious substances. All

these things cause the sow’s stomach to get out of order, and
this will have a bad effect on the pigs.

When suckled down low a sow will often get dainty and
unable to feed properly ; she must then be fed carefully and
often, on the best food. It is the last week or two that the

sow is pulled down, and if she was in a low condition when she

farrowed, the evil will now be seen. A good milking sow,

when she gets down weak and low, will, as I have said, get

dainty and off her stomach, and often when like this will seem

to have a craving for impure drink
; she will go to the drainings

of the yard and begin to chew the dung. When this happens,

if shows that the stomach is badly out of order, and nothing

is better than a good cleansing medicine. A good simple medicine

is, about three tablespoonfuls of floury brimstone with a table-

spoonful of madder, given about twice a week, early in the

morning, when hungry
;

the feed over-night should be less

than the usual quantity, to get her to eat it. Indeed, a little

medicine, as above, given once a week from the time the sow

farrows till the pigs are taken away, will act beneficially in

causing her to throw off any impurities. It is perfectly safe,

and although siptple, will do quite as much good as many high-

sounding patent medicines. If a sow gets very bad with the

unnatural appetite as described, some salts may be given with

advantage.

As soon as the pigs begin to eat, it is advisable to have a

separate place, or if a good-sized stye, a part partitioned off, for

them to feed in away from the mother, with a small hole for

them to run backwards and forwards. They can be fed on no

better food than genuine middlings, twice each day, morning and
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night, with some good diy peas in the middle of the day. The
middlings should not be allowed to get sour in the trough, and
only as much as they will clear up should be given them each
feed. Tire peas will help them- on; and they will grow stronger
than if only stirred food is given. But they should not be over-

done, as there is such a thing as young pigs doing too well,

and having fits through eating too many peas. For a litter, say,

of ten pigs, give as many as they will eat, up to about a pottle

or half-peck per day
; these will do them good, whilst many

over might do them harm. If not running out in a meadow,
the young pigs should be given some green food, cinders, coal,

earth, &c., occasionally.

How to nse other Poods for the Suckling Sow and
Pigs •—The kind of food I have just recommended is the best,

safest, and cheapest that can be given. I should advise anyone
who has to buy all his pig food to use this as the staple food.

There are many waste foods, however, that can be utilized for

the suckling sow, but they must be given with care. Barley, if

dry, may be given in a small proportion, say one-third to two-
thirds of the same weight of dan or bran. The only economy
in giving it is that there is no sale for it, and that it cannot
be turned into money in any other way. Even then I should
not give it to sows, if I had any other feeding pigs. If given,
it must be the thin screenings from good dry barley, and should
have no injurious substances with it.

Thin Seconds good dry Wheat.—

I

f there is no sale for this

elsewhere and no other pigs to consume it, it may be ground and
given in small proportions, say about one-third or one-fourth with
other food. For instance, i quarter each of this wheat, barley,
middlings, and bran, will make a good feed for the suckling sow.
Oats are no doubt a good and safe milk-producer, but they

must be very cheap to be used in any quantity. Neither pea.
nor bean-meal should be used, unless perfectly dry

; I would
not advise anyone to use them even then largely, as they are
apt to be too heating, and are generally too dear according to
other foods.
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Maize I should not use here, except in very small proportion to

other foods. Exceeding cheapness, compared with other foods,

would be the only temptation for me to use them.
Raw Potatoes are but very little use for a suckling sow,

and boiled ones are not to be recommended. A few may do
no harm, but I should not give many. They soon begin to

ferment, and unless they are cooked fresh at each meal may
do the sucking pigs harm.

Mangolds should not be given till late in the spring, when
they are very good for a sow as milk-producers.

Tares, clover, grass, cabbage, or any green food used as an
addition will always do the suckling sow good.

Prickly Comfrey is a fine thing for pigs of all ages and
descriptions. It takes them a little time to get used to it, but
when once they do take to it, they are fond of it, and it is a
fine thing to keep them in good health. I have bad both sows
and pigs when unwell eat a few leaves of it in preference to
anything else. On all farms—where a quantity of pigs are
bred—a rood, or even a few poles, will be found extremely
handy.

Acorns should not be given to the suckling sow, and should
be given very sparingly to pigs when shut up, and not at all

till they are thoroughly ripe, or they may lead to mischief.

They are best thrown down, so that the pigs can pick them
up themselves. When pigs run about and pick them up under
the trees, they naturally consume a good deal of earthy matter,

and seldom hurt. It used to be the custom in parts where
there were many oak trees, for the farmer to purchase a few
good strong pigs in harvest time, or let his “ own breeding "

run about and get their own living in the stubble ; and when
this was over the acorns began to fall, on which they then
lived, and he thus got some good strong stores ready to

consume a quantity of meal and be finished off. In consequence,
however, of the low price of feeding-stufifs and other causes,

this is not carried out so much now-a-days, and on many farms
where a drove of hogs used to be running the fields and
meadows, it is now quite discontinued.
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A SOW with young pigs running about a meadow and picking

up a few acorns will not hurt, but she should have enough
good food to keep her from being hungry enough to eat a

quantity. All meals or offal given to the sow must be given

in pure water. No stagnant water, or water that is con-

taminated by any drainings from the yard, should be used.

The food should be stirred thicker in cold weather than in the

hot summer. It is a good plan always to let the sow have a

chance to drink some pure water or to get at it at least once

a day. If she gets thirsty and cannot do so, she will drink

any impure water she can get at. This, of course, should not

be allowed, and where the sows get out together, a trough

should always stand with pure water in it, or they should have
some given in the middle of the day, especially when it is hot.

"Warm Foods.—Some feeders would give the sow her food

warm, but where this is once begun it must be carried on,

and would not be practicable, e.xcept in the case of a man
who only keeps one or two. The young pigs, when they begin

to feed, will no doubt be better with the food stirred in warm
water, and it would repay anyone who has plenty of time to

do this during the cold months of the year ; but before be-

ginning it, consider that they will badly miss it when left off.

Just to get them to pick up a little, for a few days it may be
slightly warmed, and then, when they are fairly started eating,

leave off, and it will not be missed. But I advise anyone
to consider what extra labour it means to give any quantity

of warmed food. They will do very well with it stirred in

cold water if fed right. There is nothing better to help pigs

on, when with the sow, than milk, the true value of which
for pig-keeping is hardly appreciated. But if a large quantity

is given, and then not any, they will miss it for a while

Weaning.—The time of weaning pigs varies from eight to

ten weeks old as a rule
; they are sometimes taken away earlier

and sometimes later, but the time mentioned is the most
reasonable. In the cold weather it is advisable to let them
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remain with the mother longer, to get thoroughly strong, as if

taken away too early they do not move along for a while. It

should depend a good deal on the time they have been feeding,

and in the case of any that have been late before they

commenced, they should be kept with the mother longer. I

usually like to see them with the mother in the summer till

they are nine weeks old, and in the cold weather till they are

ten weeks. They should then be good pigs and well able to

take care of themselves, and as a rule will do as well without

tlie mother as with her. The state and condition of the sow

should also in a measure be a guide to weaning, as sows that

are pulled down very weak have usually done the pigs extra

well, and these pigs would be best taken away in fairly good

time-; on the other hand, if the sow is strong and well and

the pigs are doing well, they may be left a while longer. Some

sows do the pigs well till they get six or seven weeks old, and

then are useless through the milk drying up, when they are

best away ;
but such sows should be rejected for breeding, as

this fault will become worse the more litters they have. But if

a sow has a cold and gets off her stomach for a day or two,

or is unwell through any cause, her supply of milk may be

lessened ; she should not be rejected, as her milk will usually

return all right. It is when the sow is hardy and feeding well,

and yet appears to have no milk about her, that it is a fault.

A profitable sow should have as good a supply of milk as ever

when the pigs are nine or ten weeks old.

There are some sows faulty in other respects. For instance,

they may have a large quantity of milk, but of such inferior

quality that the pigs, although they get a bellyful, look poor

and bad and do not get on ;
these sows should also be culled

out. Some sows bring a good-numbered litter, but irregular in

size, some being good-sized ones and others not much bigger

than rats. It will soon be seen if the sow is at fault by the

udder—if the teats the small pigs suck from are light and do

not contain much milk. The favourite sow should be the one

that brings a good level lot of pigs. The first litter of a sow

is nothing to go by with regard to numbers, as I have known
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good breeders bring two, three, and four at first, and afterwards

turn out well.

The gilt should be judged by the way she suckles her first

lot
;
if she brings only a few up well, all right ; but supposing she

has five or six, part good pigs and part very small, I should not

look upon her with a very favourable ej-e. If she brings, say,

seven—six good level ones and one small one—then she may
be set down as fairly promising

; but about seven or eight good

strong pigs would be better. A gilt’s pig, although they may
not be so well grown as an older sow’s, should look well on the

skin when ready for weaning. A good gilt, if in fresh condition

when she farrows and brings up seven or eight pigs or upwards,

by the time the pigs are ready to take away should be

pulled well down, or she is not much good for business.

A sow is usually at her best from the second to fourth or fifth

litter
;
but there are e.xceptions to this rule. Some sows will do

the pigs well for about two litters, and then gradually get worse,

while others will bring up eight or nine litters without any

apparent depreciation in suckling qualities. But it is advisable

not to keep them on too long, for several reasons, that I will

explain. As soon as a sow begins to get her pigs small or

unsizeable, she would be best sold or fatted off, and even

though she may do well for seven or eight litters, there is

always more danger of an old sow having the milk fever or

going wrong when farrowing than a younger one.

1 once had a sow that was an extra good breeder. The
first litter I had from her was about the second or third

; she

brought up fourteen good pigs, and for four or five times more
brought up regularly the same number. I had eight or nine

litters from her, I think, altogether. The last few were about
ten or twelve, but never less than ten. The last time, she had
twelve as good strong pigs as one could see anywhere. 1

had made up my mind it should be the last, intending then to

fat her off
;
but I never had the chance, as she was taken ill

when the pigs were a few days old, and in spite of all I could
do for her, died in a few days, really from no cause except

old age, as she was very weak from the time the pigs were born.
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She was a sow that paid well, and had something of the Suffolk

white breed in her. I never had one to do her pigs better or

with less trouble ;
they hardly ever scoured, but began to feed

without any trouble, and always went and did well. They were

not the largest growing sort, but they always prospered. This sow,

although a good milker, by the time she was coming down up

to the last looked like a young one, her udder drawing up

close when in pig, and no one would at first sight have thought her

to have had more than a few lots, if they had not noticed her

tusks, which were as long as a young boads. A breeder then

should keep the sows on, whilst they do well, till they have had

five or six litters ;
then, if tempted to do so much longer, let

him take a lesson from the foregoing instance.

Castration and Spaying.—Pigs should be castrated when

seven or eight weeks old, and then allowed to lie with the sow

till they get thoroughly over it. I advise everyone to have

their sows spayed, except those that may be picked out for

breeding. It may make no difference if they are to be killed

at small weights of 6olb. or 8olb., but, as a feeder may alter

his mind, or find a bad trade for small porkers when they are

ready to kill, whilst they may be in more demand if fed on

longer—he might have cause to regret that he had neglected

to have the sows spayed. It is wrong to say that sow pigs

will always do as well not spayed as when spayed, and no

one who has personally attended to and fed a quantity but

will have been thoroughly convinced of the loss in fatting ’.n-

spayed sow pigs on to great weights. Some sow pigs are certainly

different from others in this respect, as those out of some

litters will do as well unspayed as spayed, and scarcely worry

at all. But this is the exception ;
as a rule, when they once

begin to come in season, they are on the worry for at least

three or four days, and sometimes nearly a week. They

refuse their food, are continually up and down the stye, and

not only are they wasting time and food themselves, but are

raking about and will not let the cut-hog pigs rest ;
in fact,

one sow pig left ip a litter will annoy the remainder and give
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them no rest
; and by the time they are ready to kill there is

always a lot of waste, especially if the right time for killing

is not selected. The charge for the operation is trifling—about
2d. or 3d. per head—whilst it means shillings in the owner’s
pocket. By the time they are worth 30s. or 40s. apiece, I

should value unspayed sow pigs at least 2s. or 3s. a head less
for my own fattening.

There are many parts of the country where spaying sow
pigs seems almost unknown, or, if known, is but little practised.
It is more through neglect than anything, although it may be
in a measure because there are no practised hands to do it.

It is an operation that requires a good time to learn before
anyone can operate with safety, and for this reason it is not
practised as it might be. As a rule it falls to the lot of
the general castrator. When once it is learned, it can be done
with perfect safety. One objection that is raised to the
operation is that it is dangerous, and that losses may occur*
In answer to this, I can only say that out of the large numbers
that I have had operated upon, I have had but very few cases
of pigs dying or being injured, and these would not have
occurred if I had used the care I should have done in seeing
to the pigs

; in short, through my own neglect in not properly
fasting, &c. Instructions as regards this I will mention
presently. Another objection is the pain it gives to the pigs

—

unnecessary pain, some will state. The operation certainly
takes a little longer than cutting the boar pig, and if the noise
the pig makes is in proportion to the pain, then it is bad

; but
when we remember how a pig will squeal and make a noise
any time it is caught for ringing, moving, &c., I think this

objection may be overruled.

Pigs should fast at least twelve hours before they are
operated upon, and at least twenty-four hours after, and for
the next twenty-four hours should be fed very sparingly. If

this advice is fully carried out no harm will accrue to
them. A pig cannot be operated on safely when it is full, and
most operators would object to spay a gilt unless it was
quite empty ; so that anyone who has gilts to spay must make
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arrangements with the castrator, so as to fast them before he
comes. As a rule, he will advise the owner to keep them well

fasted after he has left
; and, of course, a sensible experienced

man will do so
; but many men who have charge of pigs, or

even the owner of them, may think they will hurt by the fast,

and plead to give them “just a little” when they are done,
and, although instructed to give none that day, make up their

minds to give a little in spite of the advice. The result is

that the pigs are a much longer time in healing, and do not
get over it nearly so quickly as when thoroughly fasted. Many
heedlessly give the usual amount of food the same night,

and if they lose their pigs, or any get injured, have none but
themselves to blame.

The operation of cutting boar pigs is easy enough, and it

can be safely done
; but, as I mentioned with the sow pigs,

you require a practised hand. A rough lanky sow-pig is easiest

to spay. The best bred broad-backed fleshy pigs are much
more difficult to do, and when too young there is a fear of

the bed breaking and not cutting clean. The pigs should be
well littered-up and kept warm in the winter, but if the
weather is mild they are best running about. They may suck
the mother as usual, but must have no additional food, and
should be shut away when she is fed.

StXtpijXired Figs. These, if bad, are simply a nuisance#
It would be better if all breeders made it a rule to kill them
for roasters when a month or so old. They are never safe to
keep on feeding, and although they may do as well as the
others, there is always a fear of losing them, especially when
shifting about. If only slightly ruptured, they sometimes get
over it, and it is hardly noticeable. They should always be
cut with the others if any are left, but should be done by a
practised man, as the cut must be sewn up when the stone is

taken out. I

What to make of Pigs at Weaning.—When the pigs
are taken from the sow, it is for the owner to decide whether
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he will sell them or feed them on. If the former, it is ad-
visable to sell them off the sow when they are at their best.
But if they are of good age, and good growing sorts, they
will do as well when weaned as when with the mother. If
he has a good lot of pigs, they will pay him to sell, or pay him
to keep on. But if the sow has not suckled them well, or they
are not good growing sorts, then he will find it difficult to
get a customer at even a low price

; and they will be kept
a long time before he gets any return for his money. (See
my remarks on Breed of Bigs, page 12).

If he intends running them on, he must ask himself the
question. What shall I finally do with them? Make them into
small porkers, or run them on as stores and growers and then
fatten them, or sell them when worth 30s. or 40s. each for some
other feeder? Room and convenience should decide this; or
whether he has any more sows coming down soon, so that he
will want the styes for them, &c., &c. If he thinks he has room,
then whether he would find it more profitable to make them
into small porkers of about 6oIbs., loolbs., or for consumption,
for trade at home or in the nearest towns, and use his
judgment as to whether the price likely to be obtained will
give him a fair chance of profit.

He may have a quantity of milk, and think it cannot be
utilized better tlian in making the pigs into small porkers of
about 7 stone (Sib. to a stone) and upwards.* We will, then
treat of the management of feeding the newly-weaned pigs into
porkers.

“

Porkers. Syslem of feeding for the first few weeks after
weaning of small weights.—A good-growing pig will turn
itself into profit quicker than a slow-growing one. A large
rompy pig is not suitable. A good cross between the White
Yorkshire and the Beikshire is as good as any. Many would

porkers for the London market has not been profitable of late vear*5quantity of pigs from abroad have kept down the prices The Iauot
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prefer the Berkshire only, but I like a cross best. The young

pigs must be kept not only growing but fat and sleek from

weaning time. If milk in any quantity is given there will not

be much trouble to do this, and with milk it will be safer to

use a quantity of meal. Good middlings—the same that they

had hitherto been fed on—morning and night, with a few dry

peas in the middle of the day ;
in fact, treat just the same as

when with the sow. If they had been used to running about,

then if you can conveniently do so, let them out for an hour or

so every day. But as I may have to include the man who

buys pigs to fatten into porkers, and who has not the con-

venience to let them out, then I can only say, “See that the

pigs are supplied with plenty of green food, cinders, earth, &c.,

as they would get if at large.”

There is no doubt but that they will miss the exercise they

may have been used to, and if they do seem to get a little

dainty and off their feed, if you have only a little back-yard

you can let them out for half-an hour every day, and it will

do them a lot of good. I am here thinking of my town friends,

or rather those in the suburbs of a town, who have but limited

room. It is of no use to tell them to let the pigs run out in a

grass orchard for half-an-hour or an hour every day.

For about a month the pigs may be fed on the middlings

and peas. The middlings may be stirred in_cold water, if there

is nothing else, but any house-wash odds-and-ends will help

them on.

Injurious Substances in Waste Pig Poods.—Be careful

that there is no injurious substances in what is used. Many

feeders collect their neighbours’ house-wash, or contract with

eating-houses, refreshment-room and hotel proprietors, and for

the waste of certain manufacturers. One injurious substance is

salt or brine, and many pigs are no doubt unwittingly killed

with this. Salt in a small proportion will not hurt a pig, but

rather prove beneficial, and some pig-keepers mix a little in the

food. I would not advise any inexperienced pig-keeper to use it

except he gets personal advice, which would only be useful at

E
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the moment and on the spot. Salt or brine z'« large guaniiiies

is deadly poison to a sow or to any pigs, and in feeding on
waste matter care should be taken that there is not enough to

cause any serious injury. Another injurious substance in waste

matter is common washing-soda, if given to a large extent
;
and

others that would, if not kill a pig, make it very ill, are no
doubt likely to get into many waste matters.

Finisliing-off Porkers.—When the pigs have been weaned
about a month, they may have a little meal mixed with the dan.

Buying all the food, nothing is cheaper than good genuine

foreign barley to finish off with. Good barley only, ground into

meal, has recently been fetching 28s. and more per quarter, of

8 bushels, 481b. ; but this price is gradually receding, till we
may hope it will soon reach the figure at which it stood in

1889-90, viz., 22s. Inferior dirty and adulterated sorts may be

bought for less, but the best is of course cheapest, and should

be obtained. This meal may be mixed at first in the proportion

of one-third to two-thirds of middlings, by degrees working it

to half-and-half, and by the time they weigh 7 stone they

should be given two-thirds meal. If kept on much longer,

they may be given nearly all meal, but a little middlings will

do them good. The middlings are cool—barley is heating—and
for this reason, too much barley-meal, when very young, is apt

to overheat the pigs and make them break out or turn bad on
the skin. By giving it by degrees as they get older and stronger,

they will take no hurt. The peas must be given in moderation,

commencing for 8 or 10 pigs with a pottle per day, and by

the time they are ready to kill, half-a-peck or more may bo'

given.

I have here mentioned middlings and good barley-meal as

the cheapest and best foods to buy. Let us consider the others

that the feeder will have to buy or has to use up.

Good English barley is of course superior to foreign, but

malting barley is too dear, and none will be available except

the screenings of this or weathered barley. Weathered barley

may be given with advantage if it is dry, but as a rule it will
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be found too damp to use without due care. It must be
ground often and used when fresh, as if allowed to stand any
time it is apt to heat, and quickly too, in the sacks. It is

best shot down in a bin and moved about till used.
Wheat can only be used when very cheap, and the seconds

and screenings or wheat draggings only can be used profitably,
or any that has become damaged as to be unfit for flour.
Wheat must be used in small proportions to other foods
about one-fourth is quite sufficient

; mix this quantity with
barley-meal when the pig is a month from weaning, or in a
small proportion from weaning will make a very good feed, and
will help to force them along. But given in too large quantities
it is found to be unsuitable. I have ground the best diy wheat,
when it touched the extremely low price of 28s. per quarter,
thinking that pigs must do first-class on this

; but it would not
suit. They did well for about a week, then it seemed too rich

;

they either ate a lot or refused to eat any, and scoured at
times. I reduced it by half, substituting half barley-meal;
they then did better, and went on very well. By different trials

I have found that they will do better with about one-fourth
wheat-meal than with a larger proportion. Oats, beans, and
peas are too dear, and are not to be recommended to be ground
into meal for pigs.

Maize I should not recommend for small porkers, except very
cheap ; the meat will not be of good quality, but inclined to
be flabby. Boiled potatoes are not suitable for finishing off
porkers of small weights. A few given when they are younger
would do no harm, but should be given in small quantities.
If they are finished off with any quantity in proportion to
other foods they will kill light, and the meat will not be so
solid as with barley-meal only. It will also boil away more
when cooked.

Running on Stores for Large Hogs or for Bacon.—
For the first month after weaning these may be treated much
in the same way as those for porkers, and they cannot be kept
too well. A good many farmers with plenty of yard-room will
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wean perhaps thirty, forty, or fifty, or even more together, and

turn them all into a yard by themselves, where they will be

fed more or less regularly till they are thought sufficiently large

to sell
;
about ten or twenty are perhaps picked out at a time,

and either shut up to fatten or be sold off. They are perhaps

almost grudged the food given them, and are expected to grow

and get on on what they can pick up in the straw with the

help of a few roots. This is false economy, for a pig taken

from the mother and good food and treated in this way for a

week or two will rather get of less value than improve. In-

deed, I have seen many when weaned a month of less value

than when with the sow. When they are once inured to this

treatment they are stunted in growth, have a nasty dirty skin,

and would even if treated well take some time to get over it.

For another three months they begin to grow slowly, especially

if they have to fare hard and do not get much trough food,

and by the time they are five or six months old may be

called rough hardy old stores.

This system of keeping them does not pay the farmer, I am

certain. When they thoroughly get over the bad keeping and

have attained good bone and frame, of course they are desir-

able pigs for anyone to shut up and eat a quantity of rough

food and to alter. The danger of this is that they alter too

quickly, and by being put on to their fill of food too fast are

taken sickly; and in many cases, if filled suddenly to reple-

tion for a week on rich food, would be killed. Such pigs as

these must be fed by degrees from coarse foods, and be kept

short for a week or two ;
they will then gradually improve ana

do well.

Young pigs if put together in too large numbers at weaning

time, say, as many as forty or fifty in one lot, cannot be fed

properly. A pailful of food will be eaten up before the feeder

has hardly got the pailful in the trough, and some of the

strongest ones will get the lion’s share, while the weaker ones

will get knocked back, and so be only half fed. About ten

to twenty in a lot is better than more. It would pay a farmer

to divide his yard off and feed them so, or feed them ten or
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twenty in a stye, according to its size
; and if convenient let

them have a run in the farmyard or meadow, some one day

and some another, or each at different times of the day.

During the cold weather they are best in good warm airy

places, with a run out occasionally ; but in the summer they

would do better under a large lofty hovel or similar place.

Treated well, they should be good strong pigs by the time they

have been weaned a month. It is always advisable to give a

feed of stirred food early in the morning.

Any offal corn that is useless for market may be ground up

for them ; if thought too heating, a little good middlings may
be mixed with it. The morning’s feed should now be given

sparingly, so that they will clear it up and look for some more.

After they have rested a while, they may be let out to have a

run where there is any loose corn about to pick up—in the

harvest time to pick up the corn littered round the stacks

—

or taken out on to the stubbles, as the owner thinks well
;

or they may have a few dirty beans or peas that are otherwise

useless given them. These are best thrown down on the ground

to be picked up. They will then not bolt them whole. A few

roots or a little green stuff may also be given them. At this

stage they should always have a good feed at night, when
they will lie down contented.

By treating in this manner, feeding well and economically,

the pigs will be kept in fairly good order, and will be making
the bone and muscle necessary to build the fat on afterwards.

They will pay the farmer well for keeping on, not only by

eating up his waste out of the way, but also if he bought his

food at market or present prices and let them run on as

usual. If the farmer does not attend to them himself, he ought

to have a good reliable man who will feed them at regular

times and with regular quantities, not keeping them short or

wasting the food.

The housing and bedding during the summer is not of

much consequence, so long as they have a shelter overhead

and a dry floor with some litter. They should not be allowed

to lie in heating dung at any time, especially in the cold
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weather, as this will give them a chill when they get in the

open, and cause husk and colds quicker than anything. In

the autumn, winter, and spring, their bedding and housing

should be well attended to. If they lie in a stye with a small

yard attached, the bed should be cleaned out well about

once a week and fresh dry litter put in. The places should

be well shovelled out, and if a little lime be thrown down on

the bare bottom before putting in the fresh bed, it will sweeten

and do it good. Wheat straw is much the best, especially

for pigs just weaned, but barley straw will do if shifted often.

If the bed is allowed to lie week-after-week, the pigs will look

dirty on the skin, especially if they are not kept fairly well.

They will sometimes get a nasty hide-bound skin, which will

crack; when they get like this they are termed “stye-baked.”

They will do no good whilst they remain so, and even by
adopting the best treatment they will take a long time to

get over it ; this is especially the case with young pigs, three

months or younger. The styes should be perfectly dry at

the bottom, and lie dry round the outsides. (See remarks on

Housing).

Pigs kept fairly well in this growing or store state can be

sold at any time, or can be fed on fast, for small weights of

15 or 16 stone, or run on longer to make larger hogs.

Feeding Pigs on Potatoes.—Potatoes in a raw state are

worth but little to any pigs, but when cooked they may be

made profitable under certain conditions. The price of ordinary

feeding stuffs and the market price of potatoes should be

looked into. With good middlings at about £6 per ton, I

should not feed pigs on potatoes
;

but when middlings are

making, say, £8 per ton, and barley-meal in proportion, and

ground offal potatoes are only worth 30s. per ton, and

small ones 20s., then boiled potatoes may be used profitably,

the difference in the comparative prices making them well

repay for the trouble and outlay in cooking.

I should not advise anyone to feed a young pig under three

months on any potatoes, however, and should give it but little
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till it was strong. From that time till within about eight weeks

of killing them, pigs will pay (if prices are rightl for feeding

on boiled potatoes. When the pigs get within about eight

weeks of killing, they should have the potatoes left off by de-

grees, and for the last month at least should be fed on good

solid meals only. If fed largely on potatoes and killed, they

will weigh badly, and the meat will be of inferior quality
;
but

supposing you have been giving a few potatoes and got the pig

used to them, they may then be given in the proportion oi

say a bushel of meal to a bushel of potatoes.

"Way to Cook Potatoes.—The potatoes should be cooked

at least twice-a-week, and may be mixed in with the meal and

water from twelve to twenty-four hours before feeding. There

is a lot of work attached to potato-cooking. In the first place,

you must have a copper made, if you have not one you can

convert into use. The potatoes, if dirty, must be washed, then

there is the cooking to be done. A good sharp fire must be

kept up, and when they are once on the boil, about fifteen to

thirty minutes will do, according to the size of the potatoes
;

but with a trial or two this can be decided. They are best'

taken out at once with a perforated jet, put into a shallow

tub, well mashed up whilst hot, and then put into another tub

for use. If not broken up at the time, they will be much more

trouble to do when they get cold and hard. The copper

must be well cleaned out each time
;

also all the utensils,

or they will be sticky or dirty for the next use.

The Fattening Hog.— I have mentioned everything about

the strong store for bacon till it is worth 30s. or 40s., and have

given advice to those who make pig-keeping a business to keep

on and sell at about that price, and to keep the pigs in a

growing fresh state rather than pinch and half-starve them

Buying pigs at about 30s. to 50s. and finishing off for fat pork

or bacon, is by many made an industry by itself
; we can treat

of them either as being kept by a man who has got them up

to this price and intends finishing them off for the butcher, or
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as by the man wtio purchases at this price to fatten. In Beds,
and Herts, those which are not killed for the London mar-
kets, at about 6 to lo stone, are either made into larger pork
for home consumption or fattened up for bacon. For home
consumption, the demand is for pigs of about 12 stone (8 lb.

to a stone) up to 20 stone during the summer, and in the
winter from 18 stone up to about 28 stone.

Salt Pork as a Pood for the People.—Salt pork has
been from time immemorial the staple food of the farm labourer
and who has been in the country with a gang of farm labourers
during their out-door meal but has seen them with a hunch of
bread and a piece of fat pork of good thickness, and enjoying
their meal, as does a townsman his frizzled bacon? It is hardy,
good, and cheap, when he can buy the complete fat at 6d. per lb.

During the summer, and at harvest and hay-time, he, like

everyone else, cannot eat so heartily, and likes it a bit streaky
if he can get it, or a piece of butcher’s meat

; consequently
it is not wise to fat pigs up to too heavy weights to come out
at midsummer in the country. Now a piece of well-salted fat pork,
from a hog- fed on good meals, is not to be despised in the
middle of winter, when it cuts out hard and solid—certainly
being a little streaky improves it. This was the staple food of
the forefathers of many an English tenant-farmer, and I know
there are many alive now who once had to sit down to a piece
of fat pork for dinner

; and there is no doubt but that they
enjoyed it, and went out to work again with much better will

than many of our farmers, who have had a few slices out of a
leg of mutton, do now. Happy old times they were, no doubt,
in comparison to the worrying “ steam-engine ’’-going days of
the present.

But to return to to-day. Pork being the farm-labourers’
staple food, it stands to reason that there must be a large
quantity fattened, and what are not bought for home consumption
are bought by large bacon-curers for their purpose. Now a
pig kept fairly well till it gets worth about 40s., can soon be fed on
to 15 or 20 stone or more, and would be ready either at that
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weight or to run on for more. A good-bred pig of the Berk-
shire and Yorkshire cross makes a good sort for this purpose.
But for getting the extra large weights that are made in the

north of England, they are best of the Yorkshire type, if slightly

crossed, with plenty of frame, and kept in a good growing fresh

state till they have formed a frame to grow the meat on. In
Beds, and Herts, there are many farmers who purchase them
when good strong stores, and do not breed any. These eat up
the offal and damaged corn or milk, if any, and make a good
lot of high-class manure.

The Fattening Hog as a Fertilizer of the Ground.

—

The manure, even if a farmer did not gain anything else on
the pigs for his trouble, would amply rep.ay him. Yes, it would
be a much more sensible way of keeping the fertility in his

ground by always having a score or two of hogs fattening, even

if he sold all his barley that was fit for mall, and purchased

feeding stuffs, than by buying a lot of expensive artificial manures.

One way is to be compared with feeding a man on good meat
and pudding, and the other giving him a quantity of spirits.

On the former he feels fit to do a day’s work on the morrow
;

but the latter only gives him a spirit to use extraordinary

exertions and then be all the weaker after. If I am in any way
digressing from my actual subject, still it is to the farmer’s

benefit that he should look upon the hog as a manure- as well

as a bacon-producer. Now take our heavy clay lands, for

instance ; I will guarantee that if a piece of land were drained

and cleaned, and then given a good mucking with spit hog
dung it would not be exhausted for four or five years.

How to Fatten Figs.—There is no better way of getting

pigs on for the knife than by feeding two or three times a day
on good wholesome meals in sufficient quantity to be cleaned

up before leaving the trough, and as soon as each meal is

consumed, getting the pigs to lie clown and sleep. In feeding

a lot of strong stores just purchased, they should be brought into

the mode of feeding and treatment by degrees. If kept on short
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commons before, they should have just so much given that

they could do with a little more
; and if they had been running

about before, it would be as well to let them out every day for

a little while, just before feeding time
; and in putting them off

of any rough keep on to very rich food, it should be given with
moderation.

During the summer a lot of fattening pigs will do better in

an open hovel with plenty of air, and sheltered from the heat,

than they would in one of the brick places, as mentioned before.

But in such a place as this they would be much better where
no other pigs or sows can come near to disturb them. In the

winter (provided the place be dry and airy) they would be best

in a closer place, and if in the dark it would be quite as well.

The chief thing, besides the sorts of food given, is to make
the pig happy and contented and satisfied with its position

;

and everything that causes it to be discontented and to worry
should be avoided. For instance, seeing other pigs at liberty

;

not feeding at regular hours
;
getting the cold or cramp, to put

it in pain
;
giving too much food to mess about

;
all these are

against its well-doing and ultimate profit. One great thing to

hinder a lot of pigs from doing well is to leave the sow pigs

unspayed. If there are only two or three, they are sure not

only to worry themselves but all the cut-hog pigs as well
;
and

only those who have fattened them—spayed and unspayed,

actually feeding them themselves—know what a hindrance this

is to their doing well.

It is a custom with some breeders to shut up a lot of stores,

in a good roomy place, till ready to come out, and to keep
adding litter, and not clear the dung away till they come out,

ready to kill. If this is practised during any part of the time,

it certainly ought to be all through, for a pig lying in a warm bed,

or on the hot dung, and then put in another place, is apt to

catch cold. For myself, I think in a good roomy hovel, it is

the best way to add litter and not clean them till they are

ready to be killed. They should have fresh litter put in a

little time before the mid-day meal, as they are sure to turn

it about for a while, and will then lie down and rest when fed.
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If they are fed in a stye with a yard attached, it is no

doubt best to change the bed two or three times a week, throw

it outside, and put fresh straw inside.

There is no doubt but that the most suitable food for the

pig at this stage is barley- meal ; but I think it always advisable,

especially at the earliest part, when shut up, to give a little good

toppings with it. When purchasing all the food, however,

there is no doubt but that barley-meal should be the staple

food. I mean meal ground out of sound barley, whether thin

screenings or from foreign corn, and not what is often sold as

meal, but which contains a good deal of injurious substances.

Barley-meal will make better pork than any corn solely used,

and if pigs have any other foods mixed to start with, they

should be finished off on this. The farmer, of course, must

use up his offal corn, and by judiciously blending them to-

gether, the pigs will do well.

Milk, of course, produces magical effects in pig-feeding, and

it shotild be given as regularly as possible, not giving a quantity

one day and none the next. Given half-milk and half-water,

a pig will do better on one quarter of meal than on double

the quantity with nothing but water. The feeding of large

heavy fattening pigs is the simplest matter imaginable, and

yet one man will make them pay when another loses by them.

I say feed three times daily—morning, noon, and night—with

stirred food the first and last meal, and some whole corn, such

as peas, in the middle of the day, this will bring them along

as quickly as any way. The mid-day meal should also be

supplemented with a little green food and some cinders, coals,

or earth. The meals are no doubt best mixed one before

another, or twenty-four hours before feeding, in a tub, when it

will be more digestible than stirred and given at once. Where

a number are fed, it is best to have two or three tubs for the

purpose, when they can be cleaned out well before adding more.

This food should always be given of about the same thickness.

In the summer time many will give it quite thin, especially if

milk is added, and in the winter time thicker. My idea is that

it is best not given too thick at first, but the last month it is
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best stirred thick, as it does the pig more good, and does not
pass through it so quickly

; but a few peas will help to keep
the pig together as well as anything.

In the summer, the fattening pig should always have access
to a trough of clean water. If the food is then stirred thick,
and the pig becomes thirsty, it can have what it wants without
taking any hurt

; and it is my opinion, by the way I have seen
many pigs managed, that they often suffer through not having
any water standing by them.

reeding Pigs on Cooked and Warmed Foods.—Does
it pay to have the food cooked? This is a question that often
arises among amateur pig-keepers and beginners in general.
My e.xperience leads me to conclude that cooking meals does
not pay for the extra outlay and trouble it involves, and I

would not persuade any feeder to go in for cooking grain, unless
he has certain facilities and advantages over the ordinary
feeder. Wheat or barley, if cooked at all, should be cooked
unground, and it would be the extra cheapness of this grain
that would tempt me to cook it

; but it could only be carried
out successfully where pig-feeding is made a regular business
and a number are always feeding, so that a man is always on
the spot to do the cooking regularly. On the one side, there
is the labour in cooking each day or time, the fuel used, and
the erection of proper copper and utensils, to reckon up; and
on the other, there is the extra well-doing of the pigs on
the same cost of food. I have not tried cooking on a large
scale, and would not advise any feeder to go to a great outlay
in erecting coppers, &c., as I do not believe there will be that
extra weight gained on the pig which will pay for the trouble.
Scalding the food by mixing it with boiling water would no
doubt be relished by the feeding hogs during the cold months
of the year. It must be remembered that once pigs are given
their food warm, they must always have it~s^ but~iTlhey
do'~t?7^ooking grain or giving' the food scMded continually,
then do it on a sm.all scale to start with, say, on one stye ol
pigs that are intended to come out in a month or so, and feed
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another stye on ordinary mixed food. It would here be best

to divide a lot of pigs that had been treated alike to get a

fair result, and reckon up what the actual cost would be on
each lot, cost of fuel, and the labour if paid for, as it is on this

that the actual cost hinges most particularly, and they will find

that the extra outlay will not be repaid when the pigs are

killed.

In the case of people keeping 2 or 3 pigs—cottagers, for

instance—they often make it a rule to give the food warm
;

they use the water left in the kettle, and odds-and-ends mixed
with it in the pail, and given regularly morning and night

; but

the actual labour and trouble are put at nothing. I would
recommend it in these cases, as the pig is got along

faster without any real extra outlay on the part of the feeder.

Cooking Food for Pigs.—Notwithstanding what I have

said on page 60, it would answer the purpose of every arable

land farmer and market-gardener to have a copper or cooking

apparatus, such as Parrish’s. There are certain times when
potatoes are useless for sale in the ordinary way, and enough
are then available to wholly occupy a man’s spare time in

cooking them. The cooked potatoes would thus only cost the

amount expended in labour and fuel.

There may also be other stuffs that would be totally useless

except when cooked. Take, for instance, chimblings of wheat,

from which the seeds cannot be extracted
: pigs will thrive on

these when cooked to a jelly. There may also be wheat gone
quite musty, so that pigs will hardly eat the meal made from
it. This, as well as damp or musty peas and partly-rotten

beans, can be boiled up well, and will pay for the trouble. It

is in cooking good, sound corn on which pigs will do as well

whether whole or ground, in which the labour and fuel are not

repaid. Such an apparatus is also handy to boil up potatoes and
rough stuft' for some little time for old sows, when it is in the

way, and so turn it into money. Even if the cooker is not

always in use it will be found handy at times, and the original

outlay is not great.
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The Cottager as a Pig-Keeper.—The thrifty and indus-

trious cottager and labouring man may make one pig, or two
or three, pay him as well as any class. And for the encourage-
ment of those who have not tried any, but have always had a
disposition, if they could get enough money, to get one in and
feed it, by all means try. But if you are going to make it

profitable, you must see to it well and not neglect it, and you
must have all convenience and room. The sanitary laws are

very strict now ;
the stye must be a certain distance away from

any dwelling, so as not to prove a nuisance.

If 1 had my way, in every village no cottage should be
erected unless there was a good piece of ground attached to it.

The villages would then be much more healthy, and we should
not hear so much of the various epidemics amongst the
labouring classes. In many villages the cottages are so huddled
together, without sufficient space and ventilation, that they are
really not fit to live in. In this connection, I think there ought
to be an inspection made before allowing anyone to erect a
human dwelling place, and it ought not to be put up on any
small piece of ground of just sufficient size for the house with-

out sanitary accommodation. If I am going out of the way
of my subject in mentioning this it is because I should like to

see in our English rural villages a little less pinching and
squalor in the back places. Life should be made a little less

arduous for the working man, and a little more sunshine be
put into his heart.

My idea of benefiting the labouring classes, is that every steady,

persevering, hard-working man should be able to earn enough
to live with comfort without getting into debt, and be able to

lay a little up for a rainy day. He can barely exist now when
in good health and with constant work, and if reverses come
or employment fail, then who knows the soreness of an honour-
able man to find himself slowly but surely driven into debt or

starvation ? I should like to see him paid a little more, so that

he can stand against this. My model of a rural village cottage

is a decent house wi'th about 40 or 60 poles or more of ground
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attached to it, so that if the man is steady and industrious, he

can keep a pig or two, and earn a little by that. There is

many a man who has raised himself above the common lot of

the labourer by beginning in a small way like this, and steadily

plodding on, getting first a sow, then perhaps another, and at

last a cow. We ought to be proud of such men and try to

encourage such thrift. There always will be labourers required

to till the soil, and there will always be those content to do

this, to work hard and not fare lu.xuriously—men who would

be well contented and satisfied in 'the position they are in—if

they could have a wage on which they could live comfortably,

a cottage with a good allotment of ground attached, and a

couple of pigs in a stye at the bottom of the garden. These

two pigs will eat the odds-and-ends, and the small potatoes

will be cooked by the wife and made to go a long way
; odd

greens and other refuse will also be turned into money in this

way. This, with an addition of some dan and a few sacks of

meal, will make them some good pigs that will pay all outlay

and leave a profit besides.

Any labouring man can at his odd times, more particularly

in the summer evenings, soon make a handy little place, large

enough for two or three pigs. With a few stout posts and some
rough boards, he can soon get the sides put up, then make
the roof and thatch it in with a few trusses of straw. Then
with a little more rough material he can make a yard outside,

and with a little friendly help can get a load or two of chalk

and make a good sound dry bottom, which will be ready for

the inmates when it is perfectly dry.

Small as this outlay is, I know it is a good deal for men
earning about ^30 or under per annum to get. Then there

are the pigs to buy, and the outlay then must be for other

foods, so that it really requires a man of a little capital to get

in and finish off even two or three pigs.

We will suppose the man has his stye and everything ready

for the inmates, we will also suppose that if he does not want

to go to the expense of buying a trough, he will make a strong
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Pedigree Pigs.—Improving District Inferior Breeds.
—On page 20 I have mentioned my objection to giving high

prices fcr in-and-in-bred pedigree boars that have been fed

on warm and spiced foods, and got up on purpose for sale and
show', and I recommended crossing by getting good boars. I

hope readers will not misunderstand me. If I had a quantity

of regularly breeding sows, and wanted a W'ell-bred pure one,

I would not mind giving a good price for a really good boar

from a pedigree herd where animals are fed in, an ordinary

way—say, for instance, from such a yard as Mr. Saunders

Spencer’s, a gentleman whose many years of experience, per-

sonal attention, and practical knowledge, have secured for his herd

world-wide renown. What an improvement would be effected in

local breeds if a few such boars or any really well-bred pure

Yorkshires, Berkshires, or Tamw'orths were bought with a little

“technical education money,” distributed about some counties

and let for hire at a low fee by getting large breeders to keep

the boars for their own and their neighbours’ use, or getting some-

one to keep and take the fees by arrangement. I aUvays advise

the use of good pure-bred boars, especially with crossed sows.

In Bedfordshire we have some splendid Yorkshire White

stock. These crossed with Berkshires, Tamworths, and our

crossed sows, produce quality and fattening capabilities to be

beaten by none. The produce weigh well when dead, and turn

out the right grained meat. Of late years in Bedfordshire well-

selected boars have been kept on most farms where breeding

is made profitable, and that is the way to keep the pigs up to

a good standard and niake the sows produce profitable stock for

breeding. It is wonderful what one really extra good boar will

do for a village where there are a quantity of small breeders.

Those who only keep a sow or two have no option but to send to

a boar that is handy
;
and if only one or two inferior or middling

ones are available, it makes a vast difference the parish through.

“ Technical Bducation Sloney ” and Smaller Rural
Industries.—Of the money spent on technical education and

the smaller rural industries, poultry- and bee-keeping, &c., none

has been used in instilling in pig-keepers’ minds the necessity

of breeding from good stock.
F
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Very little money spent in getting some good boars dis-
tributed about counties would be quite as well repaid as in any-
thing else, and why so much should be spent on other smaller
industries, and the pig totally neglected, I cannot quite understand.
The allotment question seems to be eagerly watched by the

working classes, and a large amount of land has been let outm small lots lately. Land is of no use, however, unless well
manured, and I do not see, in country places distant from rail,
what can better maintain its fertility than pig-keeping. A
labourer with a handy piece of ground, a good stye, a good
sow, and a good wife, can do himself some good if he can
make the best of his pigs when ready to sell. He can also
secure a lot of good manure. We might, then, as well have
a good paying sort of pig in the country as so many inferior
and middling ones.

How Shows Might Improve Breeds.—Countv and local
shows might do a lot of good. Prizes should be offered for
farmers’, tradesmen’s, and labourers’ pigs. The points should
be: Quality if killed, which can be told by fatted pigs; weight
ahve for age for pigs, say from eight to ten weeks old off
the sows, and various other ages; number of pigs in litters-
regularity of sizes of pigs in litters, and weight altogether of
litters at various ages. The prizes to be awarded to the most
valuable sows for breeding, with symmetry, quality, and weight
in the whole litter at certain ages-say, eight to ten weeks
(when ready to wean), and other ages after weanino- The
sow would then get the prize on the merit of what she
can do vrith good attention. I think milk should not
be allowed to be used in feeding, as animals so fed
should have classes by themselves; there would otherwise
be little chance for poorer pig-keepers, who often see afterthem best and keep the best stock, but have no milk avail-
able. Still, I have seen splendid litters at weaning fed only
on cold slop foods and corn. There might also be
classes or sales of the boars and gilts from such litters might
be effected on the ground. Colour and breed should be no
consideration m iudging ; the points should be as mentioned.
It IS essential to get quick growing and fatting sorts now, in
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order to make them profitable. This departure from ordinary

show-yard systems need not interfere with pedigree and other

pure-bred stock. It would do a lot of good by showing how a

valuable sow can be made to pay a breeder by good attention,

and what weight can be got at certain ages by keeping good

stock and by careful breeding; it would stimulate others to keep

good paying stock only, and see after them well
;
and it would

also give good opportunities to pig-breeders to secure choice

young sows and boars from these litters. I ask local authorities

who have the “ technical education money ”
to spend, agricul-

tural societies, show committees, and all who take an interest

in our rural industries, to give this matter their consideration.

What has been done in improvements of breeds hitherto has

been brought about by personal enterprise only.

Irish. Pigs.— Irish pig-keepers tell me they have an inferior

class of pigs. I have had many orders to send breeding-stock to

Ireland to improve their breeds, but I have found that what

with the formality to go through, and the expense and trouble

involved, the game was not worth the candle, and I have

been obliged to decline other orders. Pigs have been

practically prohibited from being sent from England to

Ireland for a good many years
;

yet all that time they

could be despatched all over England from Ireland without

any inquiry, and it seems that English local authorities could

not stop them from coming in until November ist, 1895.

Even now, it seems, the Government have no regulation in

force as to the animals having come from healthy places and
districts in Ireland. Pigs are received at our ports indiscrimi-

nately, and can be distributed all over England.

Whilst Ireland sends so many live pigs to England, and the

swine fever is there, it is nothing but lunacy to think of stamping

it out in England till it has been exterminated in Ireland, er

until the same method of dealing with it is carried on in Ireland

as in England. English pig-keepers, when they are so hampered
with restrictions and have to sell at such a loss, have great

cause for complaint in this matter, and it is useless to expect

their help till this state of things is altered. Of this, however,

I will say more further on.

F 2
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A year or so ago the agricultural editor of the Times

made the following statement ;
“ Last year we slaughtered in

this island on account of swine-fever, and at the expense of

the tax-payers, over 57,000 pigs
;
simultaneously there were sent

into Great Britain upwards of 586,000 live pigs from Ireland,

where swine fever is rampant. During the last two years the

swine-breeding industry in this island has been heavily handi-

capped by the scheduling of districts, the closing of markets

and fairs, and the exclusion from our showyards of the indispen-

sable pig. All this is a costly business, the expense of which

has to be borne by the people of this island. To continue the

attempt to exterminate swine fever within our shores under such

conditions as these is very like trying to fill a bottomless pit.”

Diseases in Pigs.—“Prevention is better than cure” may

here be forcibly reiterated. Bad housing and bedding, un-

cleanliness and neglect, are usually the forerunners of the

various diseases pigs are liable to, and I cannot say much

more with regard to the management in this respect, to prevent

these illnesses and complaints, than I have already done. With

the human subject, how common is the remark, “ only a cold.”

So with the pig I have heard the same remark. “Your pigs

look rather dull, they have a little husky cough.” “ Oh, they

have only a little cold,” remarks the owner. But it is “ only a

cold” that often leads to great losses, and they must not be

allowed to remain long with a bad cold on them. If the house,

bedding, or anything is likely to be at fault, see to that first

;

then set to work and get the pig right before he begins to fail.

If a pig gets a bad cough on it, or gets the cramp badly, it is

best killed before there is a lot of useless money spent on it.

But suppose it has only begun to cough, after it is fully ascer-

tained that it lies in a high dry stye and is well bedded, then

give it suitable food. Do not give it hot dry food nor a lot

of whole corn ;
but give it a little open purifying medicine

occasionally, and when giving this see that it does not get wet

or in the cold winds, or it will be best without it.

Cramp, which is really a state of rheumatism in the pigs, is

a much dreaded complaint. It is most rife from November to
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March. Lying in draughty styes, exposed to the damp and cold

east winds, or being moved about in the cold, causes it
; but

damp stye-floors more particularly. Bricks are bad, causing

cramp as much as anything, unless the pigs are so well littered

up as not to come directly in contact with them. If the

animals are attended to on the first appearance of cramp, no
bad result need follow. Keep them dry and well bedded up,

and observe the golden rule, which all should follow, with

cramping pigs that are not ready for killing, “Make them work
hard.” In plain words, do not let the pig feed to repletion

and then lie
,
still, but keep it short of food, so that it has to

worry about. Let it out into a meadow or yard, and give

about half the quantity of food it would eat till the cramp dis-

appears. In the case of an animal that is about ready for

the knife, and in good condition, however, of course this would
not be advisable, as it would be only taking the flesh off

;

but

feed it on, and if it gets very bad, kill it. But the pig must
be kept short and made to run about and worry, if it is not

ready for killing. If this is done on the first appearance of

cramp, it will soon effect a cure
; but if the disease gets tight

hold of the pig, and its limbs become contracted and drawn
up, it may be set down as a bad job. In any case, it is a

loss.

Suppose a man has one or two, or a quantity, in a stye, and
they are noticed to go a little stiff. If he does not really know
how to treat the disease, 1 guarantee he will feed the animals

more tenderly and carefully than ever. They will come out

and seem a little stiff, eat their usual quantity, and then lie

down. In a few days, perhaps, they will get quite stiff, and as

soon as they are fed will drop down in the bed. As time

goes on, they will get up with great pain, the fore and hind

legs will be drawn together, and their eyes protrude out of

their head. They will then get gradually worse and unable to

move, and be only just able to get their heads in the trough.

In fact, they will be killed with kindness.

When the disease first appears, it will be after the pig has

been lying still awhile; but after it has been running about
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a little, it will disappear. So that a lot of pigs at its com-
mencement may be taken to market, and whilst they are kept

hustled about they will appear all right, and nothing seem
wrong till the next morning.

Cramp must be got rid of, then, on its first appearance,

by keeping the pig well exercised and short of food. It is

seldom that cramp is seen after March, and hardly ever on
pigs when suckling

; when they are taken from the sow is the

time it often attacks them, and is then most to be feared, as

the pig is of but little value for killing.

“ Stye-baked ” is when the pig gets a nasty hard-cracked hide,

and it will never do any good till this is remedied. It is

caused by lying in a bad place and being otherwise neglected
;

and when it gets thoroughly set, it will take a long time to

get the pig started in a thriving way again. I should not

advise anyone to purchase any in this state, even if large

enough for money, as they will only be a trouble.

Measles— out in spots, and having eruptions and
sores—are not much to be feared so long as the pigs eat well.

A little purifying opening medicine and change of food will

generally alter this state of things. Giving too heating foods

will often cause a breaking out. This, of course, can soon be
remedied by giving more cooling foods. When pigs are doing
extra well, they will often break out in spots, and they should
then have a little physic occasionally.

Internal Diseases.—Pigs are liable to internal complaints,

such as disease of the lungs, liver, and some parts of the

bowels
;

and many are killed, when apparently thriving and
doing well, that are badly diseased in one or other of these

organs. If one pig in a stye is noticed to feed irregularly,

and seems uneasy and restless, while its food does not seem
to do it any good, and in spite of the best attention does
not thrive, then the quicker that pig is killed the better, as it

may be set down as having some of its organs in a diseased

state.

Craving for Impure Foods or Drink.—Anyone who has kept

a number of feeding pigs or suckling sows has no doubt
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found them chew the dung in the stye or yard and seemingly

suck out the moisture, or go to the drainings of the stye, or

a dirty pool in the farmyard, and drink the muck there.

When a pig has this morbid and unhealthy appetite, it shows

that the stomach is wrong and that the digestive organs are

out of order. This is caused by heating foods and those that

may contain impure ingredients in them
;

or in the case of a

suckling sow, by being pulled down low and weak, so that she

cannot digest her food properly. When this is noticed in any

case, it must be stopped. If the foods are hot, change them.

Give a good cleansing, purifying physic—in bad cases, cattle

salts. Then give an admixture of sulphur, madder, and other

ingredients that act on the stomach and blood, and make
them throw out any impurities they may be absorbing in the

system
;

for it stands to reason that a pig eating filth must be

harbouring disease in its system. Give plenty of green food

and also earth, and if it can be done, let them out in a

meadow or field, so that they get back their normal healthy

appetite. There is no doubt but that swine fever is fostered by

such a state as this, if allowed to continue.

A Common-sense Practical Criticism of the Present
Method of Exterminating Swine Fever. — When the

Swine Fever Commission sat to take evidence, practical

men pointed out their belief in confining the restrictions on

movement to the infected or suspected places only. That was

my idea, and I said so before the Commission. If the Board

of Agriculture had at the first taken this advice, if they had

made a code of rules, and heavily punished anyone who moved
suspected or diseased pigs, or animals that had been in contact

with them (the moving of such pigs could be entirely stopped

by proper management), and if they had stamped it out

and prevented it from spreading where it broke out and

was reported, then there would have been no need for

local authorities to prohibit transit from one district to

another, nor of such things as “infected areas” or “zones,”

&c. I should like members of local and other authorities,

and all interested, to follow me closely here, as I am giving
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the opinion of all practical pig-keepers who have been severe

sufferers through these “areas,” &c., and the prohibition of

whole counties or districts one from another.

Before going further, I would touch on one point. Many

inexperienced people say :
“ Why does not each district breed

its own pigs, and not have them from another district?” My
reply to this is that in some districts (mostly agricultural), pig-

keepers find they pay best to breed and sell as stores, or from

the teat. Others find it answer best to buy to feed, such as

men in manufacturing districts, waste-consumers, dairymen, &c.

;

and one person is as glad to get customers for his surplus pigs

as others are to buy. One district gets a little overdone, and

another gets a shorter supply than is needed. Note, especially,

the last four years in this respect—the rushing of buyers after

feeding pigs at one time and in- some places, while at another

time districts were glutted, and there was a difficulty in finding

buyers. When this free buying and selling is stopped, it

is a serious injury to both districts. In 1892 eight-weeks-old

pigs were worth 4s. a head less in Beds than in Herts, because of

restrictions ;
and yet the animals in the former county were

often miles from diseased places. Again, one district does not

consume, or require for killing, half the hogs it fats, while in

other localities there is a demand for the surplus. It will thus

be seen that stopping the transit from one place to another is

more serious than many imagine
;

in fact, it is often disastrous

to the small working pig-keeper, whose little capital is perhaps

wholly absorbed in his pigs.

Districts and counties have regulations framed against one

another, and their boundaries run into one another, so that pigs

may be perfectly healthy at one farm, and near no disease, yet

one person cannot buy of a neighbour half-a-mile off, because

he would have to take the animals across certain roads.

When certain counties make regulations against, and restrict

movement from, other counties at a distance, people do not

know where it is safe to buy and where it is not. How

should they? I might give a few instances of how foolishly

such rules work, but space forbids. I may, however, say
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that, had I been so inclined, I could have lawfully moved
pigs to distant districts from within a hundred yards or less

of an infected or suspected place; yet the same authority’s
order that permitted this, prevented me from sending them
from a healthy stye, and uiith no disease within twenty miles 1
This is a fair sample of how one local authority’s order against
another works.

If the Board of Agriculture would take practical steps to

prevent people from moving diseased and suspected pigs,

and stamp out all cases promptly, or strictly isolate all pigs
whilst under investigation, then all this power of one local

authority making orders and prohibition against the pigs of
another district would be unnecessary. I think all thoughtful
members of local authorities will agree with me in this

; in

fact, I see no room for argument against it— it is so clear.

But till proper rules are framed, and detectives appointed,
diseased pigs will continue to be taken from one place to
another. It is no more unsafe to move pigs two hundred miles
than to send them two miles, if all be done as I suggest. Have
counties that have for years totally prohibited, or imposed
severe restrictions on, outside pigs—such as Staffordshire
Worcestershire, and Shropshire, &c.—secured any immunity
from disease at the present time? It is proved that they have
not. This, therefore, shows that local powers, imposing restric-

tions against others whilst they have disease themselves, simply
inflict an injury on pig-keepers and trade, and do no good

;

therefore, such power should be taken from them by the
Board of Agriculture, not in an arbitrary, but in a
friendly way. Instead of these diversified, perplexing, and
unmeaning local orders, the Board of Agriculture should ask
all local authorities to help in carrying out one practical
code of rules and regulations all over Great Britain and Ireland
alike. If in twelve months’ time this does not decrease swine
fever, I shall be convinced that it arises otherwise than through
the germs from diseased pigs.

I am not surprised at no good having been done as yet when
I know how suspected and diseased pigs are still smuggled
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about, and the many ways in which the germs may easily be
carried about, and no real means taken to stop it. When the

Swine Fever Bill was made law, I welcomed it, as I hoped
this smuggling about would be stopped, and swine fever

exterminated
; but directly I saw there were to be no hard-

and-fast rules to go by, and that it was based on experimental

and theoretical ideas, I prophesied failure
;
and I do so now

(in spite of a temporary lull in reported cases) until a totally

different system is adopted, even though the Government may
spend the ratepayers’ and the taxpayers’ money, to the enormous
extent they have been doing during the last few years, for

twenty years longer. Why should this smuggling about and
want of proper precaution in stamping out reported cases ruin

careful trade and movement of undeniably healthy pigs? It is

the case, however, and that makes me indignant.

The loss to pig-keepers through having to buy and sell to

disadvantage because of trade being stopped by the restrictions,

the unnecessary trouble and expense involved in getting move-
ment licenses, and the bad prices obtained—many being unable

to make anything like fair value—has discouraged so many
that they have, and are, giving over keeping pigs. If space

permitted, I should have liked to give for consideration a code

of drastic rules and regulations to exterminate swine fever from
the country.

I am convinced that closing the sales against store pigs, and
causing all fat hogs to be sent straight to where they are to

be killed
;
detection of, and information regarding, sickly pigs

;

and isolation, and disinfection, rvould be steps in the right direc-

tion. Rather, hotvever, than go against the rvishes of many, I

say. Make it impossible for any but healthy pigs from yards

where all are healthy to go to the sales which have been the

hotbeds and disseminators of disease in the past through these

known and unsound pigs being cleared off there. Further on, I

give some hints on stopping the movement of suspected or infected

pigs, isolation, stamping out, &c. There need be no restrictions
'

on moving healthy pigs where there is no disease. Anyone
could move such with safety if a proper workable code of
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regulations were made as I suggest, and of which I give a
brief outline further on. If I appear to repeat myself, it is

simply due to an earnest endeavour to convince my readers

as to the soundness of my argument, to show why the

extermination of swine fever has been a failure up to now,

and to indicate how sound remedial measures might be
adopted.

The Causes of Illness and Deaths that are often mistaken for
Swine Fever.—Pigs are considered by many as hardy animals,

but illness and deaths are easily brought about and in vaiious

ways. Changing the diet very suddenly, especially in the case

of pigs that have been kept short and on inferior feed, and are

then bought by a feeder and fed to repletion on richer food,

or even food of no better quality but quite different, will often

cause illness. I have seen numbers of them that have died

through this only, and yet have been condemned as having
had swine fever. Buyers of strange pigs should always feed

sparingly at first, and give a little physic occasionally.

Pigs that have been shut up in a close place, and kept in

during the day, will, if let out in the hot sun, or the damp
and cold, often sicken and die, being afterwards condemned as

having had swine fever. Carting of such pigs to market, and
the consequent exposure, will often sicken and kill them :

this also is “diagnosed” as swine fever. Feeding pigs to

repletion on liquid food, and carting them about, is sure to hurt
them, and invariably makes them sick. I have had fat hogs
and stores, perfectly healthy and doing well, which, when
moved with a bellyful of food, have been killed thereby,

especially in hot, sultry weather, and often before they have
been an hour in the cart. I therefore advise anyone to drive,

cart, or move pigs on an empty stomach. If anything is

given the same day, it should be dry corn and water only.

Many pigs have weak hearts, and there is danger in moving
them about. This and sheer fright have made them reel and
stagger, and sometimes die. Fat sows, in hot weather
especially, should be well fasted before they are carted about.
I have had these die in being moved.
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I would advise people to note these instructions when
moving pigs, and when buying fresh ones. I would also
draw the attention of the swine fever officials to this matter,
and ask them not so hastily to condemn freshly-moved pigs
as having swine fever. Pigs that have been kept in a warm-
littered place till reared have often been bought by dealers,
taken to market, and laid for hours on a bare paved pen floor

|

perhaps it has been pouring with rain, or there have been a
cutting wind and sleet. They have then been taken away, and
some have sickened and died quickly afterwards. The “vet.”
has been called in, and another case of swine fever declared :

result, dealer humbugged, fresh restrictions on the county
imposed, and trade stopped, all through one error. Again, pigs
that have been sent from the sows and a good, warm, well-
littered stye, where straw is plentiful, are bought by a man
who puts them on a bare brick or sawdusted floor. Perhaps,
originally, they were fed on everything of the best—milk-
good meals, or middlings. Their new owner gives them house,
wash, turnips, or bran, and they sicken and die. “Vet.” is

called in : swine fever (?) again. An innocent man is interviewed,
or threatened and bullied, and, unjustly and at serious loss, has
his premises closed for months.

I am not going to defend the dealers as an immaculate class,

as I know there are plenty with such a conscience that, 'whilst

knowing the risk, they will buy a lot of doubtful pigs at half
their proper value, not considering what others stand the
chance to suffer so long as they have a good haul.

How Swine Fever is Spread and Trade Stopped.— The
genuine Bedfordshire trade — and the trade and pig-keeping in

England generally—has been seriously injured by buying risky
pig's, not only in Bedfordshire, but from numerous other counties
—in fact, in any pig-breeding or feeding districts in England
and no doubt in Ireland. Careful feeders and dealers refuse to
buy such stock at any price to take to their healthy yards or
send to others. Others not so particular will run the risk at
half price. I am, of course, now referring to the pigs “ stuffed ”

in auction sales, the owners of which know well that they are
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not right. The animals look what is termed “ dickey ”
;
nobody

knows where they come from ;
suspicion is aroused ;

there is

a whispering round the ring as they come in with hanging

heads and tails, and perhaps there is a cough. The pigs are run

round the ring. Bids are slow, too
;
but at last some speculator

says 5s. ;
another bids 5s. 6d.

;
and by sixpenny bids they get

to 8s. Down goes the hammer. Then there is a discussion.

Pigs big enough to make i6s. are sold for 8s. ! A man is going

to get Ss. per pig, or lose 8s., or cause someone else to not

only lose perhaps i6s., but get his stock and yard tainted.

Not only this : but how about the quantity of healthy smart pigs

that go in the same ring, and may actually lie with their

noses close to these “doubtfuls” for hours? They may have

swine fever, or they may not. “Veterinary inspectors are

appointed,” many may say, “to condemn fever-infected pigs

in the market and sales, and have them confiscated and

buried, and the senders heavily punished.” The inspectors

may only suspect any of these so-called “dickey” pigs, and so

are still helpless, as they cannot condemn or kill on mere

suspicion. Perhaps these pigs are bought and sent hundreds of

miles off, and a good haul made. Perhaps they are put in the

same trucks as undeniably healthy ones, and may, one way or

another, mix with hundreds more. They may not have swine

fever, but then they may. If the latter be the case, how about

the others in that sale or market? and how about those that

may come into contact with them directly or indirectly ? Such

pigs as these have in years gone by passed through a good

many hands, and through a good many sales. A buyer gets

“bitten.” He afterwards sees the pigs have something serious

the matter with them. He has bought them with all faults,

and thinks it nothing amiss to do as ho was done by.

Several instances of diseased pigs being found in certain public

markets or sales have been noted in the papers lately, and all of

the pigs have been detained for days. In one instance a man sent

some diseased pigs to a market two consecutive weeks : the pigs

were killed, the buyer was compensated, and no further inquiry

was made about the sender I Here is a case for those who talk
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about drastic remedies and restrictions ! Compare it with that of
the man who innocetitly breaks an order m tnoving healthy pigs,
and is mulcted in about £io, as I was once. But in all these
cases we hear of no punishment ! It should have been hard-
labour in the case I have quoted. Theorists, who talk of restric-
tions over large areas against healthy pigs, should read this and
understand it

;
they will thus see how disease is spread, and that

it is not done by healthy pigs from healthy yards.

Why should not a system be worked out to make it impos-
sible to send such pigs to the sales at all without detection
and heavy punishment? It could be done easily. Why should
genuine trade between large breeding and feeding districts be
stopped because of this ? Why should not undeniably healthy
pigs—stores or fat—be moved straight from healthy yards to
other healthy yards anywhere, or bought through the sales or
markets? The former has in the past been the only safe way
to buy and sell, but both ways can be made safe with a little

energy. We want a thorough system to stop fraudulent
practices entirely by making them impossible without detection
and heavy punishment. Neither the authorities nor private
persons can do this by themselves. Combination of both, and
the removal of foolish restrictions, can quickly put things right.

Swine Fever and its Results—How to Stamp it out Quickly
and Econo?nically.—This dreaded disease is supposed to have
been introduced into England about thirty years or more ago.
Previous to that time pigs were liable to different kinds of ill-

nesses—not contagious—by which they were attacked in a
similar way to swine fever

; and, as is the case to-day, no doubt
one disease was mistaken for another till it was seen how
contagious the imported disease was, and what heavy losses it

entailed. I have heard old pig- keepers talk about “garget” in pigs,
and the heavy losses caused thereby. This was due to indigestible
foods, such as too many acorns (especially green ones), new damp
corn given too liberally, &c. ; and the same thing occurs to-

day, but it is often mistaken for swine fever by the veterinaries,
When I wrote the First Edition of this book, some years

ago, I, like the majority of pig-keepers, was under the
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impression that swine fever could be brought on by bad foods,

bad smells, insanitary places, colds, neglect, and so on. The

veterinary authorities, however, say that sickness and death

may be brought on by these things, but not real swine fever ;

that it is impossible for pigs to take the latter except from

a diseased pig, directly or indirectly ;
and that it is spread by

means of minute germs or eggs that pass from infected pigs

with the urine or droppings, or with the breath, and by some

means are picked up by others. Having no reason to doubt

this, I will take it for granted that it is the case, and wilt

ask all thoughtful readers to look at it in this light with a

view to ascertaining how it can be exterminated from Great

Britain. Viewed from this standpoint, it appears easy to get rid

of the disease by killing all pigs that fall with it and are on

the same premises, directly it is without doubt found to be swine

fever, and then thoroughly disinfecting the premises and so

killing all the germs, taking strict precautions in the meantime

that no germs can be taken off the same premises to contami-

nate others. My idea of the way to do this I will try to give

further on.

The Synfptoms and Nature of Swine Fever make it difficult for

anyone to determine by outside appearance whether the case is

one of swine fever or not, in the first stages. That the post-

mortem examinations of the bowels are thoroughly unreliable

(at any rate when a pig first falls or dies suddenly), is proved

by the great mistakes made, by the fact that clever veterinary

surgeons in most animal complaints cannot agree, and by the

fact that a few pigs have died, been examined, and pronounced

fever-stricken, while others that they had lain with never ailed.

Cases of sows dying whilst pigs were sucking them have been

pronounced by the present veterinary experts in London to be

swine fever, yet the sucking pigs have actually never ailed, but

have thriven and done well. Instances like these prove that

post-mortems by London experts are not to be implicitly de-

pended upon.

I believe this disease has not been studied enough by the

profession. It has not been to their advantage to do so, for
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middlings are the safest and best possible food for pigs, yet

so common is the practice of millers and dealers to put all

the rubbish, dust, chafings, and seeds from their foreign corn

in with them, that a stoppage of this by getting at the mixer

for selling middlings, &c., adulteiated, and heavy punishment,

would deter others. If, however, any move is made to make

this Act operative on feeding stuffs, as I suggest, I trust that

the man to be punished will be the one who puts the im-

purities in, and not the retailer who unwittingly buys it as

pure, and might be found selling it. If the latter can prove he

bought it as pure, let the punishment fall on the mixer.

Real [Typhoid) Swine Fever is dreadfully contagious. If there

were say ten sows and a hundred youngish pigs in a yard

freely mixed together, and swine fever broke out, it would in

time clear the lot, except, perhaps, a few sows and stores of

strong constitution ; but it is very seldom that many escape,

especially tender pigs and those that are kept warm and well

fed. Fever can also be easily taken from infected pigs to

healthy ones by persons going direct from one place to

another, even a hundred miles off.

The post-mortem examination having proved to be a failure,

I advise, instead of the ruthless slaughter of whole yards of

healthy pigs in mistake, the adoption of other means, namely,

isolation and disinfection. When pigs begin to fall with any

illness suspected to be swine fever, or other sickness, as I have

mentioned, they quickly go off their feed. Directly any pigs

do this, and do not come out as usual when food is put in, or

if turned out go about with hanging head and tail, and appear

lifeless and listless, they should be removed to an isolated

place, and one person appointed to attend them. He should

not go near where other pigs are, or where others are likely to

go. The attendant should throw plenty of disinfectant about

and round the places, especially if others appear dull, and

the owner has strong suspicion it is swine fever. The

animals should also be kept a little short of food. It should

be judged whether the usual food or anything else may not

have caused the mischief. A little powdered madder and

G
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sulphur-or, if a stubborn case of costiveness, some salts-may
put them right. They might have been overfed, or have had
some rubbish in the food, and sickened; at any rate, in a
few days or a week, if treated so, they will be all right
and feeding well, or will be getting worse. One or two may
die: but diat will not prove that swine fever is the cause.When a pig has the fever advanced, it will eat hardly anything
ut has a craving for drink. It scours and smells badly, will

Cl cep oirt of the way, and, as the disease progresses, will fall
off in flesh, perhaps cough, and be sick at times. In the later
stages It may be costive, and turn red on the skin. I do not
believe in pigs being condemned that were healthy and feeding
taken ill, and dead in a few days. Fever comes on gradually
by stages, almost imperceptibly, e.xcept to a man who feeds pigs’
legularly, and who quickly notes anything amiss.
When It IS decided that the case is swine fever, all the pigs

that have come into contact, as well as the affected ones
should be killed. For those affected, and which do not feed
before the police are called in, one-half the value is plenty • in
fact, they are not worth twopence to the owner. But for all that
fall after, and_ for those which feed all right till killed, the owner
should be paid the full value as if healthy; thus we should
prevent unprincipled men from killing the few that are bad
and burying them, while sending all the apparently health^
ones off to a sale. Those which are feeding and doing well
should be killed and dressed on the premises, and sold, if
found clear. ’

strict isolation, thorough disinfection, and other hrcher
precautions I do not hesitate to say that it is perfectly safe
to keep suspected pigs in a stye or buildings twenty yards
fiom healthy ones, till one can ascertain whether swine fever.
IS present or not. But if, for a week or two after all are
slaughtered any in the near vicinity (say fifty yards off) are
not allowed to be moved (unless the owner has fat ones, and
cares to kill on the premises, and take the carcases from there)
this could not reasonably be objected to by any owner. As
for indiscriminately stopping the sale of healthy pigs miles
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from a case like ihis, or even at the other end of the parish, it

is all nonsense, if the precautions I have mentioned are taken.

Results Attaiued by the Old Administrative Bodies.—Up to

November ist, 1893, no real practical measures were taken all

over the country to get rid of the disease altogether. Local

authorities had power to make any restrictions or regulations

they thought fit to stop the spread of the disease, exxept

against pigs from Ireland. They had the power to kill and
pay compensation out of the local rates. Some counties spent

a lot of money and were obliged to stop, beaten. After this,

diseased pigs were in many parts dying off on farms for weeks
without any proper precautions being taken to prevent the germs
from being carried abroad, so that in the whole district and
in other counties pig-keeping was made very risky.

Results Attained by the Administrative Body since November
\st, 1S93.— In November 1893, the Government took the

matter partially over
; and that “ partially ” was a mistake.

I hope before going further that the reader will understand

how I look on this matter. Why the local authorities

failed, and why the Government, with unlimited funds at their

disposal, after spending immense sums, have completely failed

to do any good towards clearing the country, as yet, may
be thus summed up : First, they have not made it impossible

for anyone to move a sickly pig {lenovnng it is sickly) without

detection and heavy punishment (see p. 77) ;
and secondly, the

most scandalous neglect has been cartied on in prevetiiing"

the disease f7-om bemg spread after cases of suspicion have bcc7t

reported. Here is the cause of failure in a nutshell. Pigs have
actually been carted about through villages, and miles along

high roads to towns, direct from amongst other pigs that have
been condemned as having swine fever, to see if they have got

it ! Thus, what with the e.xcrement, urine, and litter droppings

from the cart, and the litter blown about, the risk to any pigs

that came along those roads, or were lying alongside them, can

be understood. Suspected animals have even been taken to

places where other pigs were, to be killed, in order to see

whether diseased or not 1

G 2
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When cases have been reported no proper isolation has been

made imperative, or other precaution taken. One suspected

case in my own village (two years ago) was reported, where-

upon everybody around wanted to see the suspects and maul

them about, and then could go amongst their own pigs or anyone

else’s if they liked. It was not swine fever : but if it had

been, what then? Yet at the same time pig-yards that were

nowhere near (like my own) were closed for weeks after tt

was froved not to be swine fever. In another case a sow

suckling some pigs, and two other pigs—large stores—were

taken suddenly ill, and one, I think, died before the owner could

report. The vet. came after a day or two, the others dying in

the meantime. The owner got not a penny compensation, and

had his places closed. The dead pigs and sow were condemned

on the post-mortem system, and a man was appointed to bury

them. Half-drunk, he smothered himself with blood, stabbing

and rolling on the pigs. A pretence was made to disinfect

himself by washing his hands and shoes. Actually, during the

time he was attending the pigs, and after he had buried them, he

was allowed to go where he liked, and in my absence I was

told he was on my premises with the same clothes on smothered

with blood. I might, had I not known where he had

been, have had him to help me move large quantities of healthy

ones. The sequel was, though condemned, the case was proved

to be not swine fever, for the owner was naturally annoyed by

the treatment he had received, and would not have the other pigs

killed. The sow that died suddenly was condemned as having

swine fever
;
she left a litter of healthy young pigs that never

did ail, though sucking to the last and after she died ! I know

by experience that if it had been swine fever they would have

fallen directly, and so would all in the styes adjoining, unless

saved by a miracle.

Another case that came under my notice : Some pigs died

at a farm. After investigation the rest were all killed, yet

I am perfectly satisfied they had not swine fever. Still, it did

a great deal of injury in the neighbourhood. In slaughtering

them, however, the blood was washed into a public watercourse
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that ran through another farm-yard and down a village where

other pig-keepers got water to feed their pigs. I mention

these cases as instances of how suspected cases have been con-

tinually treated, and as illustrating the gross carelessness and

lack of means to prevent the spread of the infection. Can we

wonder at real cases of swine fever being spread after having

been reported (rather than sta7nped out) by the officials in

charge ?

Treatment of English and Irish Pig-keepers .—Pigs in Bed-

fordshire and other parts could not be moved at all from

healthy places where bred miles from disease, and in other

cases only at great expense ; whilst in some districts they

could be moved from yards close to infected places. At the same

time pigs could, until November, 1895, be sent from tainted

districts in Ireland to any place in England, and the authorities

were helpless to prevent their coming. No inquiry, it seems,

was made as to where these Irish pigs came from, nor was

any licence required. This' was carried on for twelve months !

I will not further comment on it, but as a business man will

simply ask whether those who have the making of the orders

are fit for such an important position.

How to get rid of Swine Fever.—The way to exterminate

swine fever is to get all to report as soon as they have pigs

with anything suspicious about them, and to prevent anyone from

moving suspected animals off his premises. This can only be

done by having one central administrative office, say in London,

conducted by a committee of experieticed men, to receive

reports, &c.

The first thing the officials should do would be to have

circulars printed and circulated, showing all pig-keepers, and

anyone interested, the nature of swine fever, and pointing out

also the fact that it cannot be produced spontaneously : they

would thus convince and gain the help and co-operation of all

pig-keepers, auctioneers, dealers, the police, local inspectors and

authorities, and butchers, and it could be got rid of in a short

time. Only sensible and practical restrictions would be

imposed, and these should secure hearty co-operation. Without
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the help and approval of the above classes it will be hard
work to do any good. In this matter the Board have made
a great mistake. They made a muddling set of rules to
start with, gave pig-keepers any amount of useless trouble
to get licences, &c., stopped the buying and selling of healthy
pigs, and took no proper precautions to stamp swine fever
out whei'e reported. By stopping trade they have caused
serious loss—often 20s. or 30s. on a litter of pigs, and los. or
more on fat hogs—and then have said it could not be helped,
and asked for the assistance of all pig-keepers, with the natural
1 esult that they are in bad odour with all who were anxious to

help.

One set of rules should be made for the whole of Great
Britain atid lTela7idj or if Ireland is not included, and under
the same treatment, then pigs should be precluded from
being sent from Ireland alive whilst disease exists there.

A code of rules should be made to work automatically.
Copies of them should be placed in the hands of all the
police

;
they would then know what to do in case an outbreak

were reported to them, and should see these rules strictly

carried out. Anyone should also be able to get copies from
the police gratis. Wilful infringement of the rules shopld make
anyone liable to heavy punishment. A duly qualified veterinary
inspector should be appointed for every borough which has a
jurisdiction to itself, and also for every petty sessional division
—not necessarily one for each, as one could take all, or part,
of a county and the boroughs in it. Directly a suspected case
is reported to the police, their duty should be to fetch or send
for the appointed inspector. The policeman should report
particulars on proper forms to his superintendent, and he to the
central office, or the constable direct to both, with the inspector’s
opinion as well. The constable should ascertain from the owner
if the affected pigs, or any others, have been brought on to
the premises lately

; if so, where from
; and should wire,

write, or see (if handy) the police superintendent of that
division. If in his own police division, but some distance off, he
should write or wire to the police stationed there. Thorough
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enquiries should be made there, but no action taken unless

the pigs fall ill at once on removal, or any sick pigs are on

the premises, or any other suspicious circumstances arise, when
he should have power to fetch the vet. Still, there should be

no tyrannical shutting up of a man’s place for months where

he has nothing but healthy pigs, and has had no disease on

or near his yards for months before.

If prompt isolation were effected, and a thorough investigation

made at once, smuggling diseased pigs as it is now done would

be stopped.

Rules to Prevent Suspected Pigs from being Sent to Auction

Sales.—No one who has thoroughly healthy pigs to sell

would mind seeing his name above the pens, together with

information as to where the animals came from. Breeders of

good-class stock, indeed, would, I think, welcome this rule.

Well, let this information be put in plain letters over the

pens, on a card or something, by a policeman or other official,

and remain there until removed with the pigs by the buyer.

This practice would not injure trade or be any inconvenience,

except to the man who might try to get suspected pigs off his

hands.

If any pigs in the markets or sales, on examination by the

inspector, appear sickly and very suspicious, he should ascer-

tain all he can about them. He should have power to isolate

them for a day or two. If they feed and do all right the next

day, they should be allowed to be moved, and the owner recom-

pensed for any loss. If it can be proved that the pigs will

not feed properly, and were really ill before they were sent

from the owner’s yard, or any pig was moved thence while

unwell, or they were sent away because others on the premises

were so, then that man has no excuse against heavy punish-

ment (see page 78). I would, however, ask readers now to

refer to my remarks on pages 75 and 76 about sickness and deaths

caused through moving, fresh food, &c.

If such rules were made, and a system organised for the

whole of Great Britain and worked by the police, diversified

local orders being done away with, swine fever could be got
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rid of at little cost, quickly, and with but little hindrance to

trade.

It is sometimes stated that swine fever is more difficult to

deal with than cattle diseases. I think the reverse, as cattle,

sheep, &c., roam over a large area in the summer, and many
pass along the roads

;
further, they may get at one another

over the hedges, before it can be ascertained that anything is

wrong. Pigs, however, are as a rule confined in styes or yards,

and the disease can easily be stamped out in small compass.

One more important matter. Let it be thoroughly understood

between the head office, the police, and pig-keepers, that all

information given by pig-keepers will be regarded as con-

fidential. Although persons who have not moved anything
wrong are naturally anxious for a thorough investigation, yet as

business men they expect their private business affairs to

be kept private. Neither do they care to be bullied into

giving information about any part of their private business by
travelling inspectors, while insulting threats naturally will not

gain the help necessary. The police, with a little help,

through their network of connections, and through being on
the spot daily, would be able to carry out the regulations

more cheaply and effectually than any other officials. Daily
attendance on the spot is required, and I cannot see the

utility of appointing so many travelling inspectors of no
experience at high salaries, and who have no notion of valuing

pigs : they sometimes award double the cost of the animals,

and at others abuse pig.-keepers who refuse to take less than

fair value.

A Few Words about Bedfordstdre-bred Pigs.—Bedfordshire

is reckoned a risky place to buy from. This is all wrong. If

cases of genuine swine fever were properly investigated where
pigs that went away from Bedfordshire fell with it, it would be
found that they were bought at the auctions not only in

Bedfordshire, but in the counties adjoining, as well as in the

Midland and Eastern counties, or were pigs that had been in

the same places or mixed with auction pigs. Where the

disease occurred in freshly-moved pigs, it could be proved to
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be through the rubbish sent to the sales in most cases
;
and

although it can be proved that not one case of disease was
sent from Bedfordshire in 1894, yet the Government travellers

at that time were doing their utmost to get distant local

authorities to boycott Bedfordshire-bred pigs, saying it was
unsafe to allow them to come in. I myself have sent large

quantities weekly from healthy styes in Bedfordshire during

the last two years, and all were perfectly sound. Not one

lot fell with fever out of the thousands I sent by rail. This is

a plain fact that cannot be controverted, and is the best

argument I can bring forward to prove that no restrictions

whatever are necessary against sending pigs from one locality

to another, so long as they are not mixed up with sus-

pected pigs sent knowingly to the sales
;

and that if disease

does exist in a county, healthy pigs from healthy yards could

be moved out with safety, provided they do not and have
not come into direct, or indirect, contact with diseased ones,

or with those from premises adjoining unhealthy yards. All

local orders as to “areas,” “zones,” &c., should be done away
with, and restrictions imposed only on the suspected or infected

places, and a few hundred yards around. The disease must,

of course, be strictly isolated and not allowed to spread.

The man who would move suspected or diseased pigs must

be—and he can be—stopped or given a long term of im-

prisonment.

Conclusion .—In the present edition I have devoted a good deal

of space to showing how pig-keeping is seriously injured and
handicapped, and trade stopped, by restrictions on sales, ana
how this could be altered before the industry suffers further.

I should have liked to go further into details, and give a code

of regulations which in my idea would attain that object, but

space forbids. I would also again remind my readers of the

necessity of breeding good stock, and should like to see

County Councillors and managers of local shows, &c., devote a

little more time and attention to pig-keeping by giving a little

advice on the pig from a sanitary and humane point of view.

Great cruelty is ignorantly practised on pigs in the way they
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are kept, fed, and housed. It shocks the public mind when

horses or cattle are turned out in a field and half-starved.

People, however, little know how many pigs die of starvation

and neglect

!

Considering the great usefulness of the pig and its real

necessity as a waste-consumer, turning into good bacon what no

other animal will eat, its effects in fertilising the large and

the small cultivator’s land, I say again that the pig is much
neglected in this country. Let us hope better days are in store

for such an important contributor to our food supply.

Hints on Seeing that Figs are Healthy when
Fnrchasing.— I cannot conclude without making a few more

remarks on what the buyer of swine should do. As I stated

before, buy some to come straight from the place where

bred, if possible. See that they are good feeders, and that

they are bright on the skin. Old hardy stores in poor condition

will, of course, have a rough hide, but it should not be hide-

bound, or stye-baked, or scurfy. Their eyes should be bright

and wide open ; their tails should be well twisted
;
and if they

stretch and rub themselves well against anything they may

come in contact with, it is a good sign that they are in a

thriving condition. If they appear dull and listless, go

about with drooping heads, and huddle themselves in a heap

when let out of a stye to have a run, then they are not in

sound condition.

In the cold weather a young pig will naturally crouch and

shiver when exposed to the weather, and will want to get

back to its bed
;
but if they appear this way inclined in the

summer, and want to creep into the straw, they should be

avoided. A man with a practised eye can quickly see if they

are thriving and doing well in a farmyard or breeder’s stye,

but when they are carted and moved about, it is more difficult.

In buying any in a stye, it is well to let them out in a yard

to have a run
;
anyone can then see if they are about straight.

During the winter months of the year, when the cramp is

prevalent, it can then be seen if they are quite free from this.
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When cramp is on them they usually look rather dull and
dirty about the eye and face.

Evils of Dirty Styes.—Uncleanliness in the stye and
yard should always be avoided by those who wish to keep
their pigs in a healthy condition. The animals should
never be allowed to stand up to their hocks in muck to eat

their food, nor to lie in it. A pig feeling inclined to go and
wallow in the mud-heap, or in a dirty ditch, is another affair

altogether, and so long as he carries out his natural inclination

there is not much harm to fear. But when he is penned up in

a dirty wet stye day after day, and perhaps around the trough
all is dung and muck, he will first put his foot in the muck
and then into the food, and will actually have to consume a
quantity of this muck, which looks more like breeding disease

than not.

On many farms a lot of pigs are fattened in a stye, or a sow
farrows in a stye and brings up a lot of pigs

; as soon as they
are ready to move, the stye is cleansed out and a bundle of

litter is put in, and another lot of pigs are placed there at once,

or a sow is put in to pig there. This is done time after time,

perhaps from one year’s end to another
;
or, if the stye lies

empty for a time, it is unintentionally so, or perhaps it remains
in the state it was in when the last lot were removed, till it

is found to be wanted, and is then cleaned out, and some
more pigs put in at once. It stands to reason that that stye

has had no chance to get purified, and that there will be bad
stale smells in the floor and walls, which cannot be good for

the pigs, even if it does not actually cause disease. Every time
a stye is emptied it should be thoroughly cleaned and scraped
out, walls well lime-washed, some loose lime thrown all over
the floor, and the place left open so that the wind and air

can get in for a week or more. This would cost but a trifle,

and the pigs would be much better than if put into a tainted

stye. Such an affair as this is thought to be of little signifi-

cance by many pig-keepers, but I consider it to be of the
utmost importance.
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Whilst correcting the proofs of this edition (December 5th) I

received a letter from a correspondent, in which he said: “We
are very much hampered here with the Swine Fever Regulations-

I live in Sussex, but close on Hampshire. Our market town is

Petersfield, in Hampshire, but our Sussex authorities will not

allow a pig to be brought from Hampshire into Sussex. The

coHsequc7tce is ive uve obliged to sell our pigs at any price.

This is only one specimen of what I receive from all parts of

England, as well as from my own neighbourhood. Shillington

—

in and around which is a large pig-breeding and feeding district

is in Beds. ;
the market town is Hitchin, Herts., about five

miles distant
;
yet a fat hog cannot be taken from Shillington to

Hitchin. This is not because any disease exists at Shillington ;

in fact, there is no reason whatever. It is a matter of the

authorities in one county making a restriction against another

because they must do something, little considering the hardship

they are causing so needlessly.

The authorities of Derbyshire and Staffordshire—counties that

find it pay better to feed than to breed, and are large buyers

—

probibit pigs from a large area, comprising a group of counties-

They, however, have a motive : they have had a lot of disease

sent from that group through sale pigs. Yet this indiscriminate

prohibition is a serious injury to their buyers, and to those who

have healthy pigs to sell in that group. No doubt if the authorities

knew they would have only undeniably healthy pigs sent in, they

would relax their order. They cannot tell where it is safe and

where it is not, so make a general order against all. To do away

with this hardship lies with the Government : they should prevent

diseased pigs from going to the sales and being sent out. Neither

of these two counties has ever had diseased pigs consigned
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from any station in South Beds., yet breeders in South Beds.,

and buyers in Derbyshire and Staffordshire, are great sufferers

in not being able to buy or sell to the best advantage because

of diseased or unsound pigs having been picked up at the sales,

or sound pigs having come into contact with bad ones, and

gone into the latter two counties.

If all the country were thrown open to Bedfordshire pigs, and it

were made impossible to send any out but what w'ere healthy, that

county would soon regain its position as a large breeding and

feeding district
;

and, though trade might be bad at times, yet

there would be an outlet somewhere at something like reasonable

prices. Trade would have been bad in the county the last two

years, as the country has been overdone, but these things find

their level. Still, there would not have been the severe sacrifices

with England an open market. “It is an ill wind that blows

no one good.” In this case, the fact of our pig-keepers being

handicapped in their sale, and discouraged from keeping pigs,

has no doubt been to the great advantage of the Continental

and other foreign bacon-curing countries, and there will be

yearly more foreign and less English bacon consumed whilst

these indiscriminate restrictions on selling store and fat pigs exist.

I only mention the above-named counties as instances to

show my point, Bedfordshire being a large breeding and feeding

and the others large buying districts of fat and store pigs. I

must not be mistaken as claiming special privileges for any

district, but plead for an unrestricted sale of healthy pigs from

any place where there is no disease or risk.
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use. By Fox Russell. In paper, price Is., by post Is. 2d . ;
cloth 2s., by

post 2s. td.

Horses, Diseases of: Their Causes, Symptoms, and Treatment. For the

use of Amateurs. By Hugh Dalziel. In paper, price Is., by post Is. 2a.

;

cloth 2s., by post 2s. 3d.

Incubators and their Management. By J. H. Sutcliffe. New Editiog,

Revised and Enlarged. Illustrated, In paper, price Is., by post Is. 2a.

Inland Watering Places. A Description of the Spas of Great Britain and
Ireland, their Mineral Waters, and their Medicinal Value, and the attrac-

tions which they offer to Invalids and other Visitors. Profusely illustrated.

A Companion Volume to “ Seaside Watering Places.” In cloth, price 2s. td.,

by post lOd.

Jack All Alone. Being a Collection of Descriptive Yachting Reminiscences.

By Frank Cowper, B.A., Author of “ Sailing Tours.” Illustrated. In

cloth gilt, price 3s. 6d., by post 3s. lOd.

Journalism, Practical : How to Enter Thereon and Succeed. A book for

all who think of “ writing for the Press.” By JOHN Dawson. In cloth gilt,

price 2s. td., by post 2s. 2d.

Laying Hens, How to Keep and to Rear Chickens in Large or Small

Numbers, in Absolute Confinement, with Perfect Success. By Major G. F.

MORANT. In paper, price td., by post Id.

Library Manual, The. A Guide to the Formation of a Library, and the

Values of Rare and Standard Books. By J. H. Slater, Barrister-at-Law.

Third Edition. Revised and Greatly Enlarged. In cloth gilt, price 7s. td.

nett, by post Is. lOd.

Magic Lanterns, Modern. A Guide to the Management of the Optical

Lantern, for the U^e of Entertainers, Lecturers, Photograpers, Teachers, and
others. By R. Child Bayley. In paper, price Is., by post Is. 2d.

Mice, Fancy: Their Varieties, Managomont, and Breeding. Third Edition,

with additional matter and Illustrations. In coloured wrapper representing

different varieties, price Is., by post Is. 2d.

Millinery, Handbook of. A Practical Manual of Instruction for Ladies.

Illustrated. By Mme. Ros^e, Cqurt Milliner, Principal of the School of

Millinery. In paper, price Is., by post Is. 2d.

Model Yachts and Boats : Their Designing, Making, and Sailing. Illustrated

with 118 Designs and Working Diagrams. By J. du V. Grosvenor. In
leatherette, price 5s., by post 5s. 3d.

Monkeys, Pet, and How to Manage Them. Illustrated. By Arthur Patter-
son. In cloth gilt, price 2s. 6d., by post 2s. 9d.
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Mountaineering, Welsh. A Complete and Handy Guide to all the Best
Boads and Bye-Patha by which the Tourist should Ascend the Welsh
Mountains. By A. W. Perry. With numerous Maps. In cloth gilt, price
2s. 6d., by post 2s. 9d.

Mushroom Culture for Amateurs. With Full Directions for Successful
Growth in Houses, Sheds, Cellars, and Pots, on Shelves, and Out of Doors.
Illustrated. By W. J. May. In paper, price Is., by post Is. 2d.

Natural History Sketches amon^ the Carnivora—Wild and Domesticated
;

with Observations on their Habits and Mental Faculties. By Arthur
XiCOLS, F.G.S., F.R.G.S. Hlustrated. 7n cloth gilt, price 2s. hd., by post
2s. 9d.

Naturalist’s Directory, The, for 1898 (fourth year of issue). Invaluable to
all Students and Collectors. In paper, price Is., by post Is. Id.

Needlework, Dictionary of. An Encyclopaedia of Artistic, Plain, and Fancy
Needlework

; Plain, practical, complete, and magnidcently Illustrated. By
8. F. A. Caulfeild and B. C. Saward. In demy 4«o, b28pp, 829 Illustra-
tions, extra cloth gilt, plain edges, cushioned bevelled boards, price 21s. nett, by
post 21s. 2d. ; with COLOURED PLATES, elegant satin brocade cloth biiiding,
and coloured edges, 31s. 6d. nett, by post 32s.

Orchids: Their Culture and Management, with Descriptions of all the Kinds
in General Cultivation. Illustrated by Coloured Plates and Engravings. By
W. Watson, Assistant-Curator, Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew; Assisted by
W. Bean, Foreman, Royal Gardens, Kew. Second Edition, Revised and
with Extra Plates In cloth gilt and gilt edges, price £1 Is. nett, by post
£1 Is. 6d.

Painters and Their Works. A Work of the Greatest Value to Collectors
and such as are interested in the Art, as it gives, besides Biographical
Sketches of all the Artists of Repute (not now living) from the 15th Century
to the present date, the Market Value of the Principal Works Painted by
Them, with Full Descriptions of Same. In 3 vols., cloth, price 15s. nettper vol.,

by post 15s. 5d., or 37s. 6d. nett the set of 3, by post 38s. 3d.

Painting, Decorative. A practical Handbook on Painting and Etching upon
Textiles, Pottery, Porcelain, Paper, Vellum, Leather, Glass, Wood, Stone,
Metals, and Plaster, for the Decoration of our Homes. By B. C. Saward.
In cloth gilt, price 3s. 6d., by post 3s. 9d.

Parcel Post Dispatch Book (registered). An invaluable book for all who
send parcels by post. Provides Address Labels, Certificate of Posting, and
Record of Parcels Dispatched. By the use of this book parcels are insured
aga,inst loss or damage to the extent of £2. Authorised by the Post OflBce.
Price Is., by post Is. 2d., for 100 parcels; larger sizes if required.

Parrakeets, Popular. How to Keep and Breed Them. By Dr, W. T.
Greene, M.D., M.A., F.Z.S., &c.. PHcels., by post. Is. 2d.

Parrot, The Grey, and How to Treat it. By W. T. Greene, M.D., M.A., F.Z.S.,
&c. Price Is., by post Is. 2d.

Parrots, the Speaking. The Art of Keeping and Breeding the principal
Talking Parrots in Confinement. By Dr. Karl Russ. Illustrated with
COLOURED PLATES and Engravings. In cloth gilt, price 5s., by post 5s. 4d.

Patience, Games of, for one or more Players. How to Play 142 different
Games of Patience. By M. Whitmore Jones. Illustrated. Series I., 39
games

; Series II., 34 games
; Series III., 33 games

;
Series IV., 37 games.

Each Is., by post Is. 2d. The four bound together in cloth gilt, price 5s., by
post 5s. 4d.

Perspective, The Essentials of. With numerous Illustrations drawn by
the Author. By L. W. Miller, Principal of the School of Industrial Art of
the Pennsylvania Museum, Philadelphia. Price 6s. 6d.. by post 6s. lOd.

Pheasant-Keeping for Amateurs. A Practical Handbook on the Breed-
ing, Rearing, and Geneml Management of Fancy Pheasants in Confinement
By Geo. Horne. Fully Illustrated. In cloth gilt, price 3s. 6d., by post 3s. 9d.

Photographic Printing Processes, Popular. A Practical Guide to
Printing with Gelatino-Chloride, Artigue, Platinotype, Carbon, Bromide,
Collodio-Chloride, Bichromated Gum, and other Sensitised Papers. Illus-
trated. By H. Maclean, F.R.P.S. Pi'ice 2s. 6d., by post 2s. lOd.

Photography (Modern) for Amateurs. New and Revised Edition. By
J. Eaton Fearn. 7n paper, price Is., by post Is. 2d.

Pianofortes, Tuning and Repairing. The Amateur’s Guide to the
Practical Management of a Piano without the intervention of a Professional.
By Charles Babbington In paper, price 6d., by post 6Jd,
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Picture-Frame Making for Amateurs. Being Practical Instructions
in the Making of various kinds of Frames for Paintings, Drawings, Photo-
graphs, and Engravings. Illustrated. By the Rev. J. Lukin. In paper^
price la

, hy post 1« 2d.

Pig, Book of the. The Selection, Breeding, Feeding, and Management of the
Pig

;
the Treatment of its Diseases

;
the Curing and Preserving of Hams,

Bacon, and other Pork Foods
;
and other information appertaining to Pork

Farming. By Professor James Long. Fully Illustrated with Portraits
of Prize Pigs, Plans of Model Piggeries, &c. In cloth gilt, price 10*. 6d., hy
post 10a lid.

Pig-Keeping, Practical : A Manual for Amateurs, based on personal
Experience in Breeding, Feeding, and Fattening

; also in Buying and Selling
Pigs at Market Prices. By R. D. Garratt. In paper, price 1«., hy post Is. 2d.

Pigeons, Fancy. Containing full Directions for the Breeding and Manage-
ment of Fancy Pigeons, and Descriptions of every known Variety, together
with all other information of interest or use to Pigeon Fanciers. Third
Edition. 18 COLOURED PLATES, and 22 other full-page Illustrations. By
J. C. Lyell. In cloth gilt, price 10s. bd., hy post 10s. lOd.

Pigeon-Keeping for Amateurs. A Complete Guide to the Amateur
Breeder of Domestic and Fancy Pigeons. By J. C. Lyell. Illustrated.
In cloth, price 2s. 6d., hy post 2s. 2d.

Polishes and Stains for Wood : A Complete Guide to Polishing Wood-
work, with Directions for Staining, and Full Information for Making the
Stains, Polishes, &c., in the simplest and most satisfactory manner. By
David Denning. In paper. Is., hy post Is. 2d.

Pool, Games of. Describing Various English and American Pool Games, and
giving the Rules in full. Illustrated In paper, price Is., hy post Is. 2d.

Postage Stamps, and their Collection. A Practical Handbook for Collectors
of Postal Stamps, Envelopes, Wrappers, and Cards. By Oliver Firth,
Member of the Philatelic Societies of London, Leeds, and Bradford. Pro-
fusely Illustrated. In cloth gilt, price 3s. bd., hy post 3s. lOd. •

Postage Stamps of Europe, The Adhesive : A Practical Guide to their
Collection, Identification, and Classification. Especially designed for the use
of those commencing the Study. By W. A. S. Westoby. Beautifully
Illustrated. In Parts, Is. each, hy post Is. 2d.

Postmarks, History of British. With 350 Illustrations and a List of
Numbers used in Obliterations. By J. H. Daniels. In cloth, vrice 2s. 6d., hy
post 2s. 9d.

Pottery and Porcelain, English. A Guide for Collectors. Handsomely
Illustrated with EnCTavings of Specimen Pieces and the Marks used by the
different Makers. New Edition, Revised and Enlarged. By the Rev. E. A.
Downman. In cloth gilt, price 5s. , hy post 5s. 3d.

Poultry-Farming, Profitable. Describing in Detail the Methods that Give
the Best Results, and pointing out the Mistakes to be Avoided. Illustrated-
By J. H. Sutcliffe. Price Is., hypost Is. 2d.

Poultry-Keeping, Popular. A Practical and Complete Guide to Breeding
and Keeping Poultry for Eggs or for the Table. By F. A. Mackenzie. Illus-
trated. In paper, price Is., hy post Is. 2d.

Poultry and Pigeon Diseases Their Causes, Symptoms, and Treatment.
A Practical Manual for all Fanciers. By QuiNTiN Craig and James Lyell.
In paper, price Is., hy post Is. 2d.

Poultry for Prizes and Profit. Contains: Breeding Poultry for Prizes
Exhibition Poultry and Management of the Poultry Yard. Handsomely Illus-
trated. Second Edition. By Prof. James Long. In cloth gilt, price 2s. bd.,
hypost 2s. lOd.

Rabbit, Book of The. A Complete Work on Breeding and Rearing all Varieties
of Fancy Rabbits, giving their History, Variations, Uses, Points, Selection,
Mating, Management, &c., &c. SECOND EDITION. Edited by Kempster
W. Knight, illustrated with Coloured and other Plates. In cloth gilt, price
10s. bd., hy post 10s. lid.

Rabbits, Diseases of: Their Causes, Symptoms, and Cure. With a Chapter
on The Disease of Cavies. Reprinted from “ The Book of the Rabbit" and
*

‘ The Guinea Pig for Food, Fur Fancy." In paper, price Is., hy post Is. 2d.
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Rabbits for Prizes and Profit. The Proper Management of Fancy Rabbits
in Health and Disease, for Pets or the Market, and Descriptions of every
known Variety, with Instructions for Breeding Good Specimens. Illustrated.

By Charles Rayson. In cloth gilt, price 2s. bd., by post 2s. 9d. Also in

Seotions, as follows

:

General management of Itahhits, Including Hutches, Breeding,
Feediqg, Diseases and their Treatment, Babbit Courts, ,&c. Fully Illustrated,

in paper, priu la
,
by post Is. 2d.

Exhihition Itahhits, Being descriptions of all Varieties of Fancy
Rabbits, their Points of Excellence, and how to obtain them. Illustrated. In
paper, price Is., by post Is. 2d.

Road Charts (Registered). For Army Men, Volunteers, Cyclists, and other
Road Users. By S. W. H. Dixon and A. B. H. Clerke. No. 1.—London
to Brighton. Price 2d., by post 2\d.

Roses for Amateurs. A Practical Guide to the Selection and Cultivation of

the best Roses. Illustrated. By the Rev. J. Honywood D'Ombrain, Hon.
Sec. Nat. Rose Soc. In paper, price 1*., by post Is. 2d.

Sailing Guide to the Solent and Poole Harbour, with Practical Hints
as to Living and Cooking on, and Working a Small Yacht. By Lieut.-Col.
T. G. CUTHELL. Illustrated with Coloured Charts. In cloth gilt, priu 2s. bd.,

by pest 2s. td.

Sailing Tours. The Yachtman’s Guide to the Cruising Waters of the English
and Adjacent Coasts. With Descriptions of every Creek, Harbour, and Road'
stead on the Course. With numerous Charts printed in Colours, showing Deep
water, Shoals, and Sands exposed at low water, with sounding. In Croton
8vo., cloth gilt. By Frank Cowper, B.A,

Tol, I.f the Coasts of Essex and Suffolk, from the Thames to Aldboroufh.
Six Charts. Price 5s., by post 5s. 3d.

Vol, II, The South Coast, from the Thames to the Scilly Islands, twenty-
five Charts. Priu 7s. bd,, by post Is. lOd.

Vol, III, The Coast of Brittany, from L’Abervrach to St. Nazaire, and
an Account of the Loire. Twelve Charts. Priu 7s. bd., by post 7s. lOd.

Vol, IV. The West Coast, from Land’s End to Mull of Galloway, in-

cluding the East Coast of Ireland. Thirty Charts. Price lOs. bd., by pest

10s. lOd.

Vol, V. The Coasts of Scotland and theN.E. of England down to Aid-
borough. Forty Charts. Priu 10s. bd., by post 10s. lOd.

St. Bernard, The. Its History, Points, Breeding, and Rearing. By Hugh
Dalziel. Illustrated with Coloured Frontispiece and Plates, in cloth, price
2s bd., by post 2s. 9d.

St. Bernard Stud Book. Edited by Hugh Dalziel. Priu 3s. bd. each, by
post 3s. 9d. each.

Vol. I. Pedigrees of 1278 of the best known Dogs traced to their most
remote known ancestors, Show Record, &c.

Vol. II. Pedigrees of 564 Dogs, Show Record, &c.

Sea-Fishing for Amateurs.. Practical Instructions to Visitors at Seaside
Places for Catching Sea-Fish from Pier-heads, Shore, or Boats, principally by
means of Hand Lines, with a very useful List of Fishing Stations, the Fish to
be caught there, and the Best Seasons. By Frank Hudson. Illustrated. In
paper, priu Is. , by post Is. 2d.

Sea-Fishing on the English Coast. The Art of Making and Using Sea-
Tackle, with a full account of the methods in vogue during each month of the
year, and a Detailed Guide for Sea-Fishermen to all the most Popular Water-
ing Places on the English Coast. By F. G. Aflalo. Illustrated. In cloth

gilt, price 2s. bd., by post 2s. dd.

Sea-Life, Realities of. Describing the Duties, Prospects, and Pleasures of
a Young Sailor in the Mercantile JIarine. By H. E. Acraman Coate. With
a Preface by J. R. Diggle, M.A., M.L.S.B. In cloth, price 3s. bd.,

by post 3s. lOd.

Seaside Watering Places. A Description of the Holiday Resorts on the
Coasts of England and Wales, the Channel Islands, and the Isle of Man,
nving full particulars of them and their attractions, and all information
likely to assist persons in selecting places in which to spend their Holidays
according to their individual tastes. Illustrated. Eighth Edition, in cloth,

priu 2s. bd., by post 2s. lOd.
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Sea Terms, a Dictionary of. For the use of Yachtsmen, Amateur Boat-
men, and Beginners. By A. Ansted. Folly Illustrated. Cloth gilt, price
Is. bd. nett, by post Is. lid.

Shadow Entertainments, and How to Work them : being Something about
Shadows, and the way to make them Profitable and Funny. By A. Patter-
son. In paper, price Is., by post Is. 2d.

Shave, An Easy: The Mysteries, Secrets, and Whole Art of, laid bare for
Is., by post Is. 2d. Edited by Joseph Morton.

Sheet Metal, Working in : Being Practical Instructions for Making and
Mending Small Articles in Tin, Copper, Iron, Zinc, and Brass. Illustrated.
Third Edition. By the Rev. J. Lukin, B.A. In paper, price Is., by post
Is. Id.

Shorthand, on Gurney’s System (Improved), LESSONS IN : Being
Instructions in the Art of Shorthand Writing as used in the Service of the
two Houses of Parliament. By R. E. Miller. In paper, price Is., by
post Is. 2d.

Shorthand, Exercises in, for Daily Half Hours, on a Newly-devised and
Simple Method, free from the Labour of Learning. Illustrated. Being Part
II. of “Lessons in Shorthand on Gurney’s System (Improved).” By R. E.
Miller. In paper, price 9d., by post lOd.

Skating Cards : An Easy Method of Learning Figure Skating, as the Cards
can be used on the Ice. In cloth case, 2s. 6d., by post 2s. 9d. ; leather,
3s. 6d., by post 3s. 9d. A cheap form is issued printed on paper and made up
as a small book. Is., by post Is. Id.

Sleight of Hand. A Practical Manual of Legerdemain for Amateurs and
Others. New Edition, Revised and Enlarged Profusely Illustrated. By
E. Sachs. In cloth gilt, price 6s. 6d., by post 6s. lOd.

Snakes, Marsupials, and Birds. A Charming Book of Anecdotes, Adven-
tures, and Zoological Notes. A capital Book for Boys. By Arthur Nicols,
F. G.S., F.R.G.S., dfcc. Illustrated. In cloth gilt, price Zs. 6d., ^ postZs. lOd.

Ta^dermy, Practical. A Manual of Instruction to the Amateur in Collect-
ing, Preserving, and Setting-up Natural History Specimens of all kinds.

*

With Examples and Working Diagrams. By Montagu Browne, F.Z.S.„
Curator of Leicester Museum. Second Edition. In cloth gilt, price 7s. 6d.,
by post Is. lOd.

Thames Guide Book. From Lechlade to Richmond. For Boating Men,
Anglers, Picnic Parties, and all Pleasure-seekers on the River. Arranged on
an entirely new plan. Second Edition, profusely Illustrated. In cloth, price
Is. td., by post Is. 2d.

Tomato and Fruit Growing as an Industry for Women. Lectures given
at the Forestry Exhibition, Earl’s Court, during July and August, 1893. By
Grace Harrdian, Practical Fruit Grower and County Council Lecturer. In
paper, pHce Is., by post Is. Id.

Tomato Culture for Amateurs. A Practical and very Complete Manual
on the sulyect. By B. C. Ravenscroft. Illustrated. In paper, price Is..
by post Is. Id.

Trapping, Practical : Being some Papers on Traps and Trapping for
Vermin, with a Chapter on General Bird Trapping and Snaring. By W.
Carnegie. In paper, price Is., by post Is. 2d.

Turning for Amateurs i Being Descriptions of the Lathe and its
Attachments and Tools, with Minute Instructions for their Effective Use on
Wood, Metal, Ivory, and other Materials. Second Edition, ^vised and
Enlarged. By James Lukin, B.A. Illustrated with 144 Engravings. In
cloth gilt, price 2s. 6d., by post 2s. 9d.

^®^ing Lathes. A Manual for Technical Schools and Apprentices. A
Guide to Turning, Screw-cutting, Metal-spinning, Ac. Edited by James
Lukin, B.A. Third Edition. With 194 Illustrauons. In doth gilt, price
3s., by post 3s. 3d.

Vamp, How to. A Practical Guide to the Accompaniment of Songs by the
Unskilled Musician. With Examples, in paper, price 9d, by post lOd.

Vegetable Culture for Amateurs. Containing Concise Directions for the
^lUvaUon of Vegetables in Small Gardens so as to insure Good Crops.
With Lists of the Best Varieties of each Sort. By W. J. May. Illustrated,
in paper, price Is., by post Is. 2d.
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Ventriloquism, Practical. A thoroughly reliable Guide to the Art of
Voice Throwing and Vocal Mimicry, Vocal Instrumentation, Ventriloquial
Figures, Entertaining, Ac. By Robert Ganthont. Numeroue Illuatrations.
In cloth gilt, price 2s. 6d., by pott 2s. 9d.

Violins (Old) and their Makers : Including some References to those of
Modern Times. By James M. Fleming. Illustrated with Facsimiles of
Tickets, Sound-Holes, Ac. In cloth gilt, price 6s. 6d. nett, by post 6s. lOd.

Violin School, Practical, for Home Students. Instructions and Exercises
in Violin Playing, for the use of Amateurs, SeU-learners, Teachers, and
others. With a Supplement on “Easy Legato Studies for the Violin.”
By J. M. Fleming. Demy 4to, cloth gilt, price 9s. 6d., by post 10s. 2d.
Without Supplement, price 7s. 6d., by post 8s.

Vivarium, The. Being a Full Description of the most Interesting Snakes,
Lizards, and other Reptiles, and How to Keep Them Satisfactorily in Con-
finement. By Rev. G. C. Bateman. Beautifully Illustrated. In cloth gilt,
price 7s. 6d. nett, by post Bs.

War Medals and Decorations. A Manual for Collectors, with some
account of Civil Rewards for Valour. Beautifully Illustrated. By D.
Hastings Irwin. In cloth gilt, price 7s. 6d., by post 7s. lOd.

Whippet and Race-Dog, The: How to Breed, Bear, Train, Race, and
Exhibit the Whippet, the Management of Race Meetings, and Original
Plans of Courses. By Freeman Lloyd. In doth gilt, price 3s. 6d., by post
3s. lOd.

Whist, Modern Scientific. A Practical Manual on new Lines, and with
Hlnstrative Hands. Printed in Colour. By C. J. Melrose. In cloth gilt,
price 6s., by post 6s. 6d.

Wildfovrllng, Practical : A Book on Wildfowl and Wildfowl Shooting. By
Hy. Sharp. The result of 25 years’ experience in Wildfowl Shooting under
all sorts of conditions of locality as well as circumstances. Profusely Illus-
trated. Demy 8co, cloth gilt, price 12s. 6d. nett, by post 12s. lOd.

Wild Sports in Ireland. Being Picturesque and Entertaining Descriptions
of several visits paid to Ireland, with Practical Hints likely to be of service
to the Angler, Wildfowler, and Yachtsman. By John Bickerdyke, Author
of “The Book of the All-Round Angler,” Ac. Beautifully Illustrated from
Photographs taken by the Author. In cloth gilt, price 6s., by post 6s. 4d.

Window Ticket Writing. Containing full Instructions on the Method of
Mixing and Using the Various Inks, Ac., required. Hints on Stencilling as
applied to Ticket Writing, together with Lessons on Glass Writing, Japanning
on Tin, Ac. Especially written for the use of Learners and Shop Assistants.
By Wm. C. Scott. In paper, price Is., by post Is. 2d.

Wire and Sheet Gauges of the World. Compared and Compiled by
C. A. B. Pfeilschmidt, of Sheffield. In paper, price Is. , by post Is. Id.

W^ood Carving for Amateurs. Full Instructions for producing all the_ dlfierent varieties of Carvings. SECOND EDITION. Edited by D. Denning.
-V In paper, price Is., by post Is. 2d.

FICTION LIBRARY.

Decameron of a Hypnotist. Tales of Dread. By E. Suppling, Author of
“The Story Hunter,” Ac. With Illustrations. Cloth gilt, 3s. 6d., bylpost 3s. lOd.
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Crown 4to, full gilt, fancy cloth, 478 pages Letterpress and 735 Engravings, price 7s. 6d.

POPULAR ENGINEERING:
BEING INTERESTING AND INSTRUCTIVE EXAMPLES IN

CIVIL, MECHANICAL, ELECTRICAL, CHEMICAL, MINING,
MILITARY, and NAVAL ENGINEERING.

GRAPHICALLY AND PLAINLY DESCRIBED AND

Specially Written for those about to enter the Engineering Profession and the

Scientific Amateur. With Chapters upon

PERPETUAL MOTION and ENGINEERING COLLEGES and SCHOOLS.

By F, DYE,

SPONS’ MECHANICS’ OWN BOOK:
A MANUAL FOR HANDICRAFTSMEN AND AMATEURS.

Complete in One large Vol., demy 8vo, cloth, containing 700 pp. and 1420 Illustrations.

Fourth Edition, 6s« ; or half-bound, French morocco, 7s. 6d.

Contents

:

Mechanical Drawing
;
Casting and Founding in Iron, Brass, Bronze, and other Alloys

;

Forging and Finishing Iron ; Sheet Metal Working ;
Soldering, Brazing, and Burning

;

Caroentry and Joinery, embracing descriptions of some 400 woods ; over 200 Illustrations
of Tools and their Uses ; Explanations (with Diagrams) of 116 Joints and Hinges, and
Details of Construction of Workshop Appliances

;
Rough Furniture, Garden and Yard

Erections, and House-Building
;
Ca!binet-making and Veneering

;
Carving and Fret-

cutting
;
Upholstery ; Painting, Graining, and Marbling

; Staining Furniture, Woods,
Floors, and Fittings ; Gilding, Dead and Bright, on various Grounds

;
Polishing Marble,

Metals and Wood ; Varnishing
;
Mechanical Movements, illustrating contrivances for

transmitting Motion
;
Turning in Wood and Metals ; Masonry, embracing Stonework,

Brickwork, Terra-cotta, and Concrete ; Roofing with Thatch, Tiles, Slates, Felt, Zinc, &c.

;

Glazing with and without Putty, and Lead Glazing ; Plastering and Whitewashing
;
Paper-

hanging ; Gas-fitting ; Bell-hanging, Ordinary and Electric Systems ; Lighting ; Warming

;

Ventilating ; Roads, Pavements and Bridges ; Hedges, Ditches and Drains
;
Water Supply

and Sanitation ; Hints on House Construction suited to New Countries.

SPONS’ HOUSEHOLD MANUAL

:

A TREASURY OF DOMESTIC RECEIPTS AND GUIDE FOR
HOME MANAGEMENT.

Demy 8vo, cloth, containing 957 pp. and 250 Illustrations, price 7s. 6d. ; or half-bound*

French morocco, 9s.

Ptnncipal Contents

:

Hints for selecting a good House; Sanitation; Water Supply; Ventilation and Warm-
ing ; Lighting ; Furniture and Decoration ;

Thieves and Fire ; The Larder ; Curing Foods
for lengthened Preservation

; The Dairy
;
The Cellar ; The Pantry

; The Kitchen
;

Receipts for Dishes
;
The Housewife’s Room ; Housekeeping, Marketing ; The Dining-

room ; The Drawing-room
; The Bed-room ; The Nursery ; The Sick-room ; The Bath-

room ; The Laundry
; The School-room

;
The Playground ; The Work-room

;
The Library;

The Garden ; The Farmyard ; Small Motors
;
Household Law.

Loudon; L. & F. IT. SFOIV, Ltd., 125, Strand.

Kew York : SFOIT & CHAMBEBLAIIT, 12, Cortlandt Street.



COMPLEXION
Soft, Fair, and Delicate

Face, Hands, and Arms

can be procured by

discarding all poison-

ous and greasy sub-

stances, enamels, &c.,

and using daily

Rowlands’

KALYDOR.
An emollient preparation, guaranteed to be perfectly harmless, and can be used

with impunity by the most delicate Lady or Child. It removes Freck^s,

Eruptions, Tan, Discolouration, Tenderness, and Irritation of the bkm, neO-
ness, Roughness, caused by exposure to Cold Winds or the use of Hard

Water, reheves Inflammation, Bums, Scalds, &c.; renders Bough bkm

delightfully Soft, Smooth, and Pleasant,
fully pure, delicate, and beautiful complexion. Bottles 2/3 and 4

/
6 . Ask

anywhere for HOWLANDS* KALXDOH.

WHITE AND SOUND TEETH
Procured by discarding acid washes and gritty powders, and using

ROWLANDS’ ODONTO
The most perfect Dentifrice, and beautifully perfume(L 29

.

^Id

by Stores, Perfumers, and Chemists. Ask for KOwLANDS
ODONTO, of 20, Hatton Garden, London, and avoid cheap,

gritty imitations.



in Everything and Any-
thing are readily secured
through The Bazaar, Ex-
change and Mart, which

is used by Private Persons for disposing of things they no
longer require. THE paper for Buying, Selling, and
Exchanging by Private Persons.

TELEGRAMS: " BAZAAR, LONDON.”

2d.
at

Bookstalls.

ADVICE
on every possible subject may be
obtained on application to The
Bazaar, Exchange and Mart, which
has the largest staff of Eminent Ex-

perts of any paper in the Kingdom, and these Experts freely
advise its readers. THE paper par excellence for Amateurs.



Dean’s Practical Guide Books.
POST FREE Is. Id. EACH.

Ailments of Poultry. By F. T. Barton.

tHopses. The Gentleman’s Guide. By JASIES Mills, M.V.C.S. With suggestions
relative to the treatment of Diseases of Horses, and the Art of Horsemanship, by
Ka£Ey. 21st Edition.

*Kennel Companion and Referee. By Dr. Gordon Stables. Illustrated.

^Pet Animals ; or, the Amateur’s Zoo. Their Habits, Characteristics, and
How to Manage them in Captivity. By Aethub Pattbbson. With 40 Illustrations.

tThe British Aviary ; or, Song Birds. Containing Addenda on the various

breeds of Canaries. By Thomas Andeews. Coloured Frontispiece.

*CanarIes. How to Breed, Rear, and Keep them in Health. With pictures of

nineteen varieties, and chapter on Mules. By EIabl Russ.

tParrots, Cockatoos, &c. By Captain Brown. Forty Illustrations, by
Joseph P. Kidd.

tCage Birds. By Bechstein (including Parrots). Fifty-six Illustrations. Edited
by H. G. Adams.

tRabbit Keeper’s Guide. How best to Rear, Feed, and Keep the several kinds
of Rabbits.

*Pigeons. Their Varieties, Treatment, Breeding, and Diseases. By Edward
Bbowh, F.L.S. Illustrated by Ludlow.

^Poultry. Their Varieties, Breeding, and Diseases. By Edward Brown, F.L.S.
Twenty-four Illustrations by Ludlow.

Sheep. Their Varieties, Points, and Characteristics. By Joseph Darby.

Cookery Made Easy. By a Lady. With Coloured Plates. 24th Edition.

Confectionery, Pastry, Preserving Sweets, &c. By George Reid.

^Card Tricks and Conjuring Up-to-Date. By Hercat.

Fireworks and Chemical Surprises, By Charles Gilbert.

Grovm9,vo. Illustrated. ' Bound in Illustrated stiff varnished ^aper covers. ^ Bound
in Illustrated stiff paper covers, t Cloth hound, gilt lettering.

LONDON : DEAN & SON, LIMITED, 160a, FLEET ST., E.C.

Noto ready. Third Editioii.

W. & A. K. JOHNSTON’S

MAP OF THE RAILWAY SYSTEMS OF SCOTLAND.
Size 35A by 29J inches.

This newly-constructed Map shows distinctly all Passenger Stations,

and the various Companies* Systems are distinguished by Different

Colours. Hallways in Progress, Steamer and Coach Koutes, are also

distinctly shown. Price on Cloth, Boilers, and Varnished, or on Cloth to

fold, and in Cloth. Case, 5s.

Also, Third Edition,

W. & A. K. JOHNSTON’S

RAILWAY & CANAL MAP OF ENGLAND & WALES,
Showing each Bailway System in a particular colour and marking. Size,

oO by 42 inches. Price, in two sheets, 7S. 6d.
;
on Cloth, Boilers, and

Varnished, lOs.
;
on Cloth to fold in Titled Cloth Case, lOs.

W. & A. K. JOHNSTON,
Edina Works, Easter Road, and 7, Hanover Street,

EDINBURGH

;

5, White Hart Street, Warwick Lane, London, E.C.
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To all Pm-BUYERS, FEEDER.^

DEALERS. '

R. dTmitt,
BARTON, near AMPTHILL,
being well situated in or near THE LARCrE BREED-
ING DISTRICTS OF BEDS, HERTS, BUCKS,
CAMBS, &c., where there is always a large surplus of

Pigs bred for sale not required for feeding at home, and
are sold at most ages and sizes from 9 or lo weeks to 7

or 8 months, has exceptional facilities for supplying what
may be required at times’ value, and deliver carriage paid

to any part of the United Kingdom, in truck-loads or

crates, according to quantity wanted.

The Pigs are bought and sold for Cash, a small charge

per consignment only being made over cost price.

Especial care is taken to ascertain the Pigs are healthy,

and have been where no disease is.

R. D. G. has carried on this business for years, and
has customers in most parts of the United Kingdom—both
men who buy to feed themselves, and dealers, who buy
to sell again or retail out, some thousands of Pigs being
sent by rail annually.

Buyers in all parts are requested to send for his

EXPLANATORY CIRCULAR, showing his system
of supplying the Breeds, Terms, &c., also copies of
numerous specimen unsolicited testimonials. Dealers, Hotel
Proprietors, Managers of Union Workhouses, Asylums,
Reformatories, &c.. Farmers, Dairymen, Cottagers, Waste
Consumers, &c., and anyone who may at any time be
requiring any Pigs for feeding purposes, ould write
for above.

SPECIAL BREEDING STOCK SELECTED.



PIGS
Sent Direct from the Breeder to the Feeder by one of the
largest Pig Dealers in the Midlands. I cannot quote Prices
in this advertisement, but shall be pleased to answer any
communication, and forward my Circular by return of post.

Having a very extensive connection amongst farmers and
breeders, both in Bedfordshire, Hertfordshire, and Cambridge-
shire, I respectfully solicit a trial order. I do not profess to
breed all the Pigs I send out, but buy with care for both
seller and feeder.

Bankers: CAPITAL AND COUNTIES BANK, LTD.

J. DALBY, BIGGLESWADE, BEDS.

WILLSON’S CANADIAN

PIG POWDERS

TRADE HARK.—“The Piq that went to Market."

Have no equal for curing and
preventing all the diseases of
Pigs. It wiU pay you well to
use them occasionally in the
food of your Fattening Pigs

;

they avoid disease, thrive, and
lay on flesh wonderfully. Do
not fail to get a packet at once.
Thousands of testimonials ^

-

from all classes prove their
inestimable worth. Copies sent
free on application.

Sold in sealed packets, containing 7 powders, for 0 6 Post free, 0 7
” ” >’ ” 16 „ „ 1 0 „ „ 1 2
>> » » .. 48 „ 2 9 „ „ 3 0
.. .. » „ 144 , „ 8 0 Delivered anywhere

SOLE PEOPKIETOR AND MANUFACTUEEE-
STEPHEN WILLSON. PETERBOROUGH, ENGLAND.












